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INTRODUCTION 
Editing, as it is viewed in this manual, takes place at 
several levels in the preparation of written material for 
publication. Perhaps the most familiar level is that of 
copy-editing--the editing that occurs just prior to actual 
publication. Copy-editing, however, is only one of the levels of 
editing prior to publication. Copy-editing takes place after 
presentation of the material by the author or authors to the 
publisher; prior editing takes place in the author's various 
rewritings of the material in preparation for such presentation. 
Indeed, following initial publication, further editing--both 
rewriting and copy-editing--precede the publication of later 
editions of the material. 
The job of editing is a sensitive one at all levels; clear 
expression and precise communication depend on it. The job of 
editing becomes particularly sensitive, however, when it concerns 
society's laws, codes, regulations, and standards. This 
sensitivity can be seen as deriving from several circumstances: 
a) the material by its nature, provides governance; 
b) the material deals with complex activities; 
c) the processes regulated have a low tolerance of error; 
d) the preparation of the material often is a shared task. 
Each of these circumstances puts particular demands upon 
editing. 
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When material is regulatory in nature, it requires clear and 
unambiguous statement, not only to encourage efficient 
performance, but to avoid misleading the regulated activity into 
improper or harmful action. Laws, codes, regulations, and 
standards regulate, or speak to the regulation of, modern 
technology and modern society. The documents of modern 
technology govern the investment of vast 
resources--material, equipment, and manpower. 
modern society govern human behavior. 
When the material deals 
quantities of 
The documents of 
with complex 
activities--interconnected, interwoven, intricate--the material 
itself requires interconnected statement. Laws, codes, 
regulations, . and standards deal with activity that is complex 
in ee. Both the processes of modern technology and the proceses 
of society itself present immense complexity. In each instance, 
regulating this complexity calls for a statement that 
interconnects with precision the various levels of activity in 
the process. For technology, this statement takes the form of 
the production specification. The specification is the medium 
through which the planning and design processes communicate with 
the production process, governing production, investing 
resources. For society, this statement takes the form of a law, 
code, or regulation. Laws, code$, and regulations govern a broad 
spectrum of human activities--including those technological 
processes governed more specifically by specifications. 
Specifications, codes, regulations, and laws, then, all share 
common ground. All aim at the regulation of complex processes, 
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and in regulating this complexity, all require statement of 
interconnected detail. 
When the processes regulated have a low tolerance of error, 
they require that any statement regulating these processes be 
made with great precision. Laws, codes, regulations, and 
standards address processes that demonstrate this low tolerance 
of error. Technological processes are intolerant of uncertainty 
and unexpected change [Thompson, 1967J. Social processes carry a 
similar constraint: the news media regularly carry stories that 
document society's intolerance of uneven enforcement or 
capricious change in its law. In this climate, any imprecision 
generates uncertainty and ambiguity, and thus exacts a heavy 
price. Public documents demand precision. Such precision 
includes clarity, exactness, completeness, correctness, and 
consistency of statement. 
When, for policy purposes or otherwise, the preparation of 
written material is entrusted to several authors--to selected 
experts within a discipline--such preparation calls for 
deliberation and consensus. Laws, codes, and regulations are 
prepared by deliberative bodies elected by the public, or by 
public or quasi-public offices of administration. The method 
used to prepare public documents of this type is one of iterative 
deliberation--prior to their adoption, the examination and 
re-examination of the concepts involved. Both specifications and 
the standards from which they are drawn are prepared by 
professionals expert in the workings of modern technology. While 
specifications often are prepared under great time pressure, such 
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preparation often derives from standards that serve as 
prototypes. Preparation of these standards makes use of expert 
deliberatinn and consensus--to guide responsible preparation of 
specifications, and of laws, codes, and regulations as well. 
Most or all of the circumstances listed earlier, then, 
usually are present in the preparation of laws, codes, 
regulations, and standards. Such preparation, therefore, becomes 
a particularly sensitive task. Further, because a public 
document will either govern or set the pattern for gnvernance of 
significant human endeavor, its preparation carries a heavy 
responsibility. The responsibility for the initial draft of a 
document often is assigned to an individual or to an 
administrative office. Responsibility for the editing of laws, 
codes, and regulations usually is assumed by legislative 
bodies--for the editing of standards, by experts in the field. 
Whether performed by a legislative body or other group of 
experts, editing calls for iterative deliberation--proposing, 
reacting, counter-proposing, until a consensus forms. This 
editing procedure, however, often takes place over a period of 
months or years, sometimes on a part-time basis, and sometimes 
over wide geographic separation. All of this can present 
significant difficulties in carrying out the required 
deliberation and in reaching the required consensus. 
Despite the evident difficulties of consultation, however, 
these procedures produce public documents that do the job. 
Further, the procedures described seem not unique to document 
preparation, but consistent with the cycling now recognized as 
typical of organizing processes [Weick, 1969]. These procedures, 
however, would seem to harbor an inherent dichotomy: the process 
of deliberation and consensus brings expert opinion to bear, but 
in the iterations required, it carries continuing and substantial 
risk of imprecision--with potentially grave consequence. 
There now are technological procedures available to assist 
in the sensitive task of editing public documents--specifically 
to assist in reducing the substantial risk of imprecision present 
in the process of editing through deliberation and consensus. It 
is the objective of this manual to make these editing procedures 
available for clerical application guided by professionals. 
Meeting this objective fully, however, requires an understanding 
of these procedures that goes beyond a mechanical description of 
their application: applying the procedures requires some 
understanding of their substance. The manual, therefore, is 
divided into two main parts, following this introduction. 
Part I, under the title Becoming Familiar with th§ 
Technology, provides the background of substance necessary to the 
application of the procedures. It comprises four chapters. The 
first of these introduces the basic concepts addressed by the 
technological procedures. The second chapter reviews the 
information network as a technical expression of precedence. The 
third chapter reviews the equivalency lists as a technical 
expression of equivalence. The fourth chapter reviews the 
decision tables and trees as technical expressions of logic. 
Part II, under the title ApplYing the Technology, describes 
the mechanics of applying the technological procedures available. 
It comprises five chapters. 
body of the manual--set 
The first four of these--the main 
down the step-by-step procedures of 
application. The final chapter briefly summarizes the wo~k and 
draws some conclusions concerning the use of these procedures. 
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PART I - BECOMING FAMILIAR WITH THE TECHNOLOGY 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCING THE USE OF THE TECHNOLOGY IN EDITING 
With the established and respected procedure for the editing 
of public documents harboring inherent risk of imprecision, it is 
appropriate that a serious effort be made toward the containment 
of that risk. This manual lends technical aid to that effort. 
The application of this aid requires first an understanding of 
the areas in which imprecision usually occurs--the basic textual 
concepts that are addressed by the available technology in 
editing. 
A document is a verbal expression--an expression made up of 
words. It conveys its meaning through language. The manual 
views the meaning of a text as residing in two classes of verbal 
expression: the definition of elements, and the interconnection 
of these elements toward performance of the process at issue. 
Definition of elements makes clear the precise meaning and 
vignificance of individual elements of the expression--the 
individual words, phrases, terms, or concepts. Definition need 
not establish relationship among these elements--a necessary 
task, but not that of definition. With a focus on individual 
details, editing for definition adapts easily to group 
deliberation and consensus. 
Interconnection makes clear the relationship among the 
elements. Editing for interconnection, a more complex process, 
does not adapt easily to group deliberation and consensus--even 
by experts. In its complexity, expression of interconnection 
among the elements is most vulnerable to imprecision. Further, 
imprecision in the expression of interconnection often seems to 
derive less from error in the underlying logic, than from error 
in the expression of that logic. Putting it another way, it 
seems less difficult to bring deliberation and consensus to bear 
upon the definition of textual elements than upon the 
interconnection of those elements. Erosion in the understanding 
of what is said often derives from the way in which it is said. 
This type of flaw is, of course, not absent from most human 
discourse. We all feel misunderstood at times--that our sterling 
logic somehow has not come through in translation. In everyday 
discourse, the effect can vary from embarrassment to frustration; 
in statements that are legally binding, however, the effect can 
include lawsuits and grave loss--more often of material and 
financial resources, sometimes of life. Social and technological 
activities are not tolerant of any imprecision in expression; 
yet the risk of imprecise statement of interconnection in verbal 
expression seems inherent in the editing of public documents 
through deliberation and consensus. This manual describes the 
application and systematic use of a body of technological 
procedures, indeed, of a technology, for precise and detailed 
analysis and editing of public documents--particularly for 
analysis and editing of interconnection in the verbal 
of these documents. 
expression 
This introduction of the use of a 
significant requirement to the task of 
technology offers genuine assistance in the 
risk of imprecision, it also introduces 
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technology adds a 
editing. While the 
containment of the 
procedures that are 
probably unfamiliar to most authors of documents. This suggests 
the editing of public documents by a team made up of both authors 
expert in the subject discipline, and analysts expert in the 
application of the technology. This manual suggests this 
procedure. 
Recapitulating--verbal expression comprises both the 
definition and interconnection of the elements of a text. In 
work on public documents, editing for definition adapts easily to 
deliberation and consensus; editing for interconnection adapts 
less easily. While editing for definition permits a 
concentration on individual elements, editing for interconnection 
requires consideration of the entire fabric of a text. It is in 
this latter consideration that a technology employing 
systematized procedures becomes particularly useful. This manual 
aims at the development of analysts expert in these procedures. 
The technology, in the application developed here, calls for 
a rather radical treatment of the verbal expression of a text. 
It calls for the translation into a technical expression of the 
verbal expression already prepared by the authors. This 
technical expression is a literal translation of the verbal 
expression. It then uses this literal translation as a basis for 
editing. The technical expression is well-suited to this task: 
it sets into a new and more compatible frame the definition of 
elements of the text; it reveals in a clear and noticeable way 
the interconnection of the elements of the text. Thus, it helps 
the authors of the verbal expression, through editing, to 
establish with precision and with economy of words, the meaning 
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intended. The technology assists precise 
the application of expert deliberation 
expression. 
expression by aiding 
and consensus to that 
This discussion has introduced four terms that now benefit 
from further explicit definition, for they are basic to an 
understanding of procedures described in this manual: 
Text makes use of a somewhat less used definition of 
the term: "the subject matter of a discourse" 
(American Heritage Dictionary, p. 1332). This 
definition makes it possible to, speak of various 
expressions of a text as independent from the 
subject matter itself (see below). It also allows 
discussion of the meaning of certain subject 
matter--the meaning, that is, of the text--apart 
from the meaning conveyed by one of the 
expressions of the text. 
Verbal Expression represents in words the subject 
matter of a document (American Heritage 
Dictionary, p. 1422)--hence, a verbal expression 
of the text. 
Technical Expression is a literal translation of 
textual subject matter in a form "derived from 
technique, (from) systematic procedure by which a 
complex task is accomplished" (American Heritage 
Dictionary, p. 1321)--hence, a technical 
expression of the text. This technical expression 
takes a very distinctive form, derived through the 
1 1 
application of a specific technology. 
Technology is the "entire body of methods and 
materials used to achieve the application of 
science ...... to (certain) objectives" (American 
Heritage Dictionary, po l321)--in this case, the 
improvement in precision of expression. The 
subject technology employs a body of methods and 
materials that includes computer assistance, but 
whose achievement is independent of that 
assistance .. 
The technology enables the preparation of a technical 
expression that is a literal translation of a verbal expression 
of a text. In a verbal expression, meaning conveys through both 
definition and interconnection. It conveys through three classes 
of int~rconnection: 
a) precedence: 
b) equivalence: 
c) log ic .. 
It is the principal aim of this manual to guide the use of 
the technology in editing to avoid imprecision in the expression 
of interconnection--perhaps the principal difficulty in editing 
through deliberation and consensus.. The technology has available 
toward this end, three techniques to provide technical expression 
of the three types of interconnection. 
In interconnection expressing precedence, certain elements 
in the verbal expression of the text precede others in time 
existence, occurrence, or rank. In establishing precedence, the 
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verbal expression might describe its elements in a certain order 
or otherwise indicate a certain rank. To translate the verbal 
expression, the technology has available the information network 
to provide a technical expression of precedence. 
In interconnection expressing equivalence, certain elements 
in the verbal expression of the text are equal in substance, 
degree, value, force, or meaning to other elements, and as such, 
have similar or identical effect. In the verbal expression, 
equivalence may be defined or implied directly by the expression, 
may be assumed to clarify the sense of it. To translate the 
verbal expression the technology has available the equivalency 
lists to provide a technical expression of equivalence. 
In interconnection expressing logic, certain elements in the 
verbal expression of the text relate ,through the structure of 
certain propositions to other elements and to the whole. In 
establishing logic, the verbal expression might set down certain 
relationships in the strict mathematics of formulae and 
equations, or illustrate certain relationships in figures and 
tables, or set down criteria for the decisions and actions it 
prescribes. To translate the verbal expression, the technology 
has available the decision tables and trees to provide a 
technical expression of logic. 
The availability of the information network, of equivalency 
lists, and of decision tables and trees derives principally from 
the work of Cunningham (1978), Goel (1969), Gaylord (1969), 
Fenves (1966-76), Harris (1975), Melin (1971-78), Nyman 
(1971-72), Pollack (1971), Tavis (1975-78), and Wright (1971-75). 
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The work of Fenves and Wright is definitive for the information 
network; the work of Pollack is definitive for decision table 
logic. The computer assistance developed for the use of both 
information networks and decision tables is that of Wright, 
Harris, Melin, and Albarran (1975). 
The initial application of the technology established its 
ability to set down the total conceptual frame of a text (Fenves, 
1969). This enabled the preparation of an organizational frame 
to guide the drafting of a verbal expression. A subsequent 
application of the technology (Cunningham, Melin, and Tavis, 
1978) developed the proposition that the technology also can 
provide significant aid in editing--an application following 
rather than preceding the initial draft of the verbal expression 
of a text. In developing this proposition, this latter work 
observed that imprecision in interconnection often occurs at 
levels of' significant detail; it then went on to derive 
appropriate concepts, policies, and procedures to apply the 
technology in editing to reduce imprecision at these levels. 
This manual makes more widely available these latter 
concepts, policies, and procedures--enabling the wider 
application of the develo~ed technology in editing. With the 
technology initially developed to aid the outlining and drafting 
of documents, application in editing calls not only for a 
different methodology, but for a different attitude toward the 
technology_ The application of the technology in outlining and 
drafting produces a conceptual frame upon which the detail of the 
verbal expression expands. On the other hand, the application of 
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the technology in editing addresses a verbal expression already 
drafted; it enables translation and analysis of that expression 
in detail to determine the meaning expressed; it then assists 
the editing of that expression to develop precision in the 
meaning intended. While these approaches differ significantly, 
the breadth of these applications can be regarded as a tribute to 
the flexibility of the technology. While the methods 
standardized in this manual aim principally at the analysis of 
public documents, these methods also become available for 
replicative testing toward further refinement of the technology. 
The technology is available for application in editing--but with 
a qualification. The procedure developed is detailed, 
time-consuming, and relatively expensive; while the technology 
is available for the editing of any document, its use seems most 
appropriate for the editing of laws, codes, regulations, and 
standards--or of unusually complex specifications. 
The use of the technology in editing would benefit from 
further replication. This application--indeed, the technology 
itself--is quite new; its use has been limited to the analysis 
of a relatively few standards. The standardized procedure 
described in this manual should enable further refinement of this 
application. 
Used in editing, the technology is available to analyze and 
to 0.larify the verbal expression of interconnection in the 
text-~that meaning conveyed through equivalence, precedence, and 
logic. Except in an oblique way, it does not address definition 
--the individual significance of words, phrases, terms, and 
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uoncepts--or the standards of measurement and value set through 
definition. Editing for definition demands exclusively the 
disciplinary expertise of the authors--the experts in the field. 
The technology, rather, assists in the task of editing for 
precision in the verbal expression of the precedence, 
equivalence, and logic interconnecting these elements. 
Verbal expression does not allow an easy expression of 
complex interconnection. Examples of this difficulty are at hand 
in the complexity of statement and in the verbosity of modern 
public documents. Verbal expression basically is sequential in 
its statement--one element must follow another on the page. In 
the establishment of interconnection, on the other hand, most 
elements relate to others simultaneously, and these simUltaneous 
relationships generate a network of interrelationship. In a 
verbal expression, therefore, the conveyance of interconnection 
produces considerable backing and filling, with repeated 
references, both forward and backward. It is not surprising that 
lnterconnection often becomes established with rather mixed 
precision. As interconnection grows more complex, more diverse, 
yet verbally expressed in a sequential fashion, its statement 
easily grows more complicated and obscure; when it does, the 
chances for redundancy and omission multiply. Further, 
imprecision can become so disguised by this complexity that it 
defies correction by even the most careful editing. 
To address this apparently inherent 
dichotomy--interconnection sequentially expressed--the technology 
offers a second means of expression--a technical expression to 
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serve as a translation of the verbal expression. The technical 
expression conveys interconnection with ease. It allows analysis 
at the level of detail that harbors much of the imprecision in 
complex expression. It sets these relationships down in a form 
that adapts easiy to the editing of the verbal expression. This 
technical expression has three parts: the information network to 
express precedence, the equivalency lists to express equivalence, 
and the decision tables and trees to express logic. The 
technology develops its power from its ability to portray 
interconnection. The remaining chapters in this first part of 
the manual introduce the abilities of the technology in 
addressing each of these bases of interconnection. 
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CHAPTER 2 - THE INFORMATION NETWORK, AND PRECEDENCE 
As noted earlier, in interconnection expressing precedence, 
certain elements in the verbal expression precede others in time, 
existence, occurrence, or rank. Precedence, then, recognizes a 
certain hierarchy of relationship. This relationship, however, 
is not at all sequential, and any given element usually relates 
to several other elements, becoming part of several hierarchies. 
This suggests that interconnection expressing precedence usually 
becomes highly complex. 
The information network provides a technical expression to 
portray that interconnection of textual elements expressing 
precedence. The network has the ability to express this 
interconnection because it is a multi-dimensional diagram, 
portraying interconnection between various reference points. 
These reference points are the nodes of the network, and their 
interconnection creates the network. In the information network, 
each node holds an element of the text--an item of data, a datum. 
A datum in a node becomes a basic component of the information 
network. 
Precedence is defined by ingredience and dependence; 
Figure 1 shows a typical expression. The nodes hold the items of 
data, A through U. Lines connecting the nodes create the network 
that portrays the connective fabric among the data of the text. 
A network so constructed can express precedence at the requisite 
level of detail. Demonstrating the expression of ingredience and 
dependence, the derivation of a datum in its node requires the 
18 
availability of other data in other nodes. Derivation of C 
requires the availability of Q and R. In the terminology of the 
information network, Q and R are ingredients of C, and C is the 
dependent of Q and R. 
The network an end product or 
products--output 
evolves toward 
datum or output data. An output datum resides 
in a network's output, or root, node--the node to which all other 
interconnections lead. In Figure 1, K is the output datum of the 
network. An output datum has ingredients but no dependents; 
when multiple output data occur, these too have ingredients but 
no dependents. 
Some of the data in the network do not derive within 
network, but must be supplied to it. These are input data; 
occupy the input nodes. Input data have dependents but 
the 
they 
no 
ingredients. The input data in Figure 1 are A, B, F, G, L, M, N, 
0, P, Q, R, S, T, and U. 
Much of the data in the network derives from other data in 
the network. In more complex networks, data so derived outnumber 
the input data. Derived data always have ingredients and usually 
have dependents. In Figure 1, the derived data are C, D, E, H, 
I, J, and the output datum K. The derived data of the network 
can carry in their nodes the formulae, tables, or decision tables 
that govern their derivation. 
In the technology, nodes are named by the type of data they 
contain: holders of input data become input nodes; holders of 
ingredient data, ingredient nodes; etc. 
19 
A datum 
qualification. 
in a node provides 
Identification 
either identification 
is straightforward. 
or 
For 
identification a node contains either the name of something, or 
an array of such names. Qualification is somewhat more complex. 
For qualification, a node contains: 
node. 
a) a number, or an array of numbers; or 
b) a nonnumeric modifier, or an array of the same; or 
c) a boolean fact (true or false), or an array of boolean 
facts. 
Qualifiers either limit or modify data identified in another 
Manual delineation of the example information network is a 
rather trivial exercise. Expansion of an information network to 
express the precedence in an entire text, however, soon moves 
from triviality to complexity. Analysis of precedence often 
calls for repeated portrayal of the network, and repeated manual 
portrayal of a complex information network can become very 
burdensome. The use of the technology is enhanced, however by 
the availability of a computer program to perform this task. 
While the details of this program go beyond the scope of this 
discussion, a brief description of its operation is useful. 
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2.1 OPERATING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE INFORMATION NETWORK 
The information network program operates interactively. The 
analyst, from a computer terminal, enters input and commands 
output. The computer program operates from a single input 
file--the data list prepared by the analyst at the terminal. The 
data list serves three functions. 
1. It assigns to individual nodes, the items of data 
identified by the analyst. 
2. It assigns to each node its own unique reference 
number. 
3. It records the precedence among the data by listing for 
each derived datum the nodes that hold that datum's 
in re ients. 
Figure 2 reproduces the data list prepared to produce the 
printout that portays the manually-produced information network 
in Figure 1. There, Q and Rare ingredients of C; the data list 
assigns C to Node 3, Q to Node 17, and R to Node 18, with 
ingredients to C in Nodes 17 and 18. A through G are ingredients 
of the data list assigns H to Node 8, A through G to Nodes 1 
through 7, with ingredients to H in Nodes 1 through 7. K is the 
final output of the process; this datum has J as its only 
ingredient, which in turn has the ingredients I, L, M and N; the 
data list makes the appropriate assignments. The data list sets 
down the precedence of textual data, and becomes input for the 
preparation of the computer printout of the information network. 
Figure 3 reproduces that computer printout. It is somewhat 
more difficult to read than the hand-drawn network in Figure 1; 
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but on the other hand, it has a better capability to deal with 
complexity, and it transmits more information. As interconnected 
precedence becomes more complex, it is more difficult to portray 
multiple connection to a single node. For example, in Figure 1, 
if C were also an ingredient to E, and P an ingredient to S, it 
would be difficult to portray this relationship without a 
crossing of some of the connecting lines. 
When precedence increases in complexity, these crossings 
could soon .begin to subtract from the legibility of the diagram. 
As a strategy to avoid this confusion, when it is necessary to 
refer to a datum more than once, the computer reprints the node 
number each time, but marks each repeated reference with a minus 
sign; there is no crossing of the connecting lines. Thus, each 
node number appears with no sign at the time of first reference, 
with a minus sign at the time of any additional reference. For 
example, in Figure 3, Node 14 holds an ingredient to the data in 
both Node 9 and Node 10: when first listed, as an ingredient to 
Node 9, Node 14 carries no sign; when relisted, as an ingredient 
to Node 10, Node 14 carries a minus sign. Further, if a node 
carries with it a network of ingredience, an asterisk appears 
following the node number for any but the first reference to that 
node. 
In the information network discussed, and in all information 
networks, precedence establishes itself in levels of 
relationship. In Figure 1, K occurs at the most basic, or output 
level, J at the next level, I, L, and M, at the next level, and 
so on. The computer portrayal makeS a significant contribution 
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to analysis by identifying and numbering the levels of reference 
to the data. In Figure 3, the output level is numbered ° (zero), 
and all other levels in the network receive a number indicating 
their distance from the output level. Thus, in Figure 3, the 
chain of reference flows from Node 11, through 10, 9, 8, and 3, 
to Node 17. Node 17 appears in level 5--five levels removed from 
the output node at the zero level. With the network and the 
basic content of its nodes established, this discussion now turns 
to the identification and description of the bases for precedence 
among the data. 
2.2 BASES FOR PRECEDENCE AMONG THE DATA 
Figure 1 shows the technical method--an information 
network--used 
Each set of 
to express precedence among the data of a text. 
interconnections in this network rests on a 
conceptual basis; each basis generates a subnetwork 
interconnecting related nodes. The information network, then, is 
a sum-total of the subnetworks generated on these bases of 
precedence. In editing, the technology has available the means 
to translate five classes of precedence among the 
data--precedence based on: 
1 . Description 
2. Format 
3 . Implication 
4. Equations, figures and tables 
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5. Decision and action. 
In the first two, precedence derives rather directly from 
the verbal expression, with varying degrees of interpretation 
required. In the third, establishment of precedence must rely on 
the derivation of certain items of data from the expressed datum 
that apparently includes them. In the last two, precedence is 
based on the logic of the text. Precedence based on logic 
establishes common ground between the information network and the 
decision tables: decision tables portray the logic; the 
information network portrays the precedence based on that logic. 
2.2.1 Precedence Based on Description 
Precedence based on description is in some ways the most 
easy to recognize. It derives directly and explicitly from the 
verbal expression. For example, in a text establishing standards 
for wind loads, the verbal expression might caution special care 
if the exposure were mountainous or hilly. The terms mountainous 
..... u hilly describe the types of "xposure, and thus establish 
precedence among the data. 
Figure 4 reproduces the data list that records this 
precedence. Each word, phrase, or clause, in this case, becomes 
a datum in a node. The dependent node is Node 1; the ingredient 
no~es are Nodes 2 and 3. Mountainous and hilly are modifiers of 
exposure; the data list shows Nodes 2 and 3 as ingredients to 
Node 1. 
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Figure 5 reproduces the computer printout of this network, 
derived from the above data list. Each datum appears in a node. 
Interconnection of the nodes expresses the precedence 
established. The directional flow is from the modifiers to the 
modified, that is, from the adjectives to the noun. 
2.2.2 Precedence Based on Format 
Precedence based on format relies on the concept that a 
verbal expression establishes precedence through the order of 
statement of the data--the material form or layout of the 
expression--the format. Format can establish precedence in two 
ways. 
1. The dependent value can derive from a prescribed 
combination of a set of ingredients. 
2. The dependent value can derive through the selection of 
one of a set of ingredient subprocesses, with the 
derivation prescribed by the selected subprocess. 
In the first of these, the precedence established is similar 
to that defined later herein by an equation: ingredients combine 
according to formula. For example, in a verbal expression, a 
section headed Total De~Q Load, might have subsections subheaded 
Dead Loads Derived from Weight of Materials, Dead Loads Derived 
~rom Fixed Service Equipment, Dead Loads Derived from Partitions, 
and Other Dead Loads. While the verbal expression might not 
define the relationship explicitly, a reasonable interpretation 
of this format would the dead loads of the subheadings to 
be subcategories of the total dead load of the 
heading--suggesting further that the subheaded dead loads combine 
to form Total Dead Load, and that as subcategories they comprise 
a complete set. This relationship, as interpreted, could be 
stated as the assumed equation illustrated in Figure 6. 
Visualized in this way, this type of precedence seems quite 
clear; it is similar to that established by an equation. 
Figure 6 further illustrates the data list that sets down 
this relationship, and the network derived from it. Note the 
resemblance of precedence established here to that shown for an 
equation in Figure 9. 
In the second of the two types of precedence based on 
format, the precedence established is similar to that defined 
later herein through figures and tables: it involves selection 
from a set. For example, in a verbal expression, a section 
headed Pressure Coefficients on Roofs, might describe the 
derivation of such pressure coefficients. This section might 
have subsections subheaded according to roof type: arch~~ roof, 
"abled 9:.rr~ §.lopeQ. roof, and other roofs. The subsection on 
K9:.bled ~nd ~lopeQ. roof§. might have subsubsections sub-subheaded 
according to roof slope: leeward slope and windward ,§.lope. Each 
of these subsections and sub-subsections might describe 
procedures for deriving the pressure coefficient in each case, 
and these procedures might, in turn, involve other tables and 
formulae. While again, the verbal expression might not define 
the relationship explicitly, a reasonable interpretation of this 
format would suggest that derivation of pressure coefficient on 
roofs would depend upon a selection of roof type; that such 
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uerivation on gabled and sloped roofs would depend upon a 
selection of roof slope; further, that the roof types and slopes 
listed would comprise complete sets. Visualized in this way, the 
precedence intended is similar to that established by figures and 
tables. 
Figure 7 illustrates an assumed table that, following this 
rationale, might be drawn from this interpretation. It derives 
the pressure coefficient indicated. The rows of the table are 
the roof types. Each might differentiate by wind incidence; the 
columns of the table show this differentiation. 
the table contain the instructions necessary 
pressure coefficient. 
The elements of 
to derive the 
Figure 7 further illustrates the data list that sets down 
this relationship, and the network derived from it. Note the 
similarity of this type of precedence to that shown for a table 
in Figure 11. 
2.2.3 Precedence Based on Implication 
Precedence based on implication relies on the concept that 
an expressed datum can establish ingredience and dependence not 
only with other expressed data, but with unexpressed data as 
well. Note that the data identified in this type of precedence 
have not appeared in the verbal expression, but can be implied 
from data that have. (Equivalence based on substitution provides 
the only other similar procedure in the use of the 
technology--Section 3.1.2.) Such implication infers that a verbal 
expression may identify certain items of data without actually 
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naming them. This presents a problem, for the application of the 
technology quotes datum names, wherever possible, directly from 
the verbal expression~ By the strategy adopted, however, the 
technical expression uses invented datum names to complete the 
precedence implied by the verbal expression. 
In an example of implied ingredience, the phrase lihich~ver. 
produces th~ ~~~L ~~~~ taken in context might reasonably 
require a comparison between the ingredients stres~ Qrod~~~~ QY 
ynif..Qr.m..lY ~j.st.r.1Qut~Q. ~ loads, and ~tres§. QroduQ§'~ hy 
yonQ§nt~~ted li~ lQ~. Yet, the verbal expression might 
identify netther of these ingredients by name. To produce a 
complete technical expression, the analyst might assign to each 
of these implicit ingredient data an implied name and reference 
number. To make this implication clear, the analyst would mark 
each of the implied ingredients with a (D). 
In an example of implied dependence, the terms .QyilQ.1n.&.§. and 
~vner ~tL1!~t.ur§.§. taken in context might reasonably be expected to 
OeCur in tandem in the verbal expression, and when occurring in 
tandem might be expected to exhaust a field--say that of ~nY 
structur~. Yet, the verbal expression might not identify this 
field by name. To produce a complete technical expression, the 
analyst might assign to this implicit dependent datum an implied 
name and reference number. To make this implication clear, the 
analyst again would mark the implied dependent with a (D). 
The technology then treats an implied datum the same as any 
other datum. Figure 8 reproduces the data lists wherein the 
implied names and their reference numbers establish the 
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precedence noted. 
from these lists. 
The computer printout shows the networks drawn 
Note the similarity between these lists and 
networks, and those shown in Figures 4 and 5 based on 
description. Only in the indication of implied precedence (D) do 
these portrayals differ. 
2.2.4 Precedence Based on Equations, Figures, and Tables 
Documents often use equations, figures, and tables to 
express part of the logic of the text. Each of these also 
establishes precedence among its data, by deriving a resultant 
from several variables. The resultant is the dependent; the 
variables are the ingredients. 
For example, in the equation 
Y = f(X) + K 
Y is the dependent, and X and K the ingredients of the 
relationship. This produces the relationship illustrated in 
Figure 9. In the data list of Figure 14, Nodes 2 and 3 hold 
ingredients of the datum in Node 1. The derived computer 
printout portrays the relationship. Note its similarity to that 
shown for precedence based on description in Figures 4 and 5. 
In a table, the headings of the columns and rows define 
ingredients; the elements of a table contain the values--or 
perhaps the qualities--of the dependent. In most cases, a table 
derives a single dependent from a number of ingredients, though 
in some cases a table may derive more than one dependent. 
Figure 10 reproduces a table from a prototype standard (ANSI, p. 
12). To derive Qasic wind ~ee~ as the dependent value, the 
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ingredient's exposure (location) and mean rec1!r.r.enQ.§' interv~l 
must be known. The data list establishes this relationship, 
showing basic wing .§.Qeed (1) as the dependent, with eXQQ.§.yre and 
mean recurrence interval (2 and 3) as the ingredients. The 
computer printout expresses this relationship in network form. 
Similarly, a figure produces a dependent value. An 
ingredient must be known. The figure then derives, by 
inspection, the dependent value. Figure 11a reproduces a figure 
from a prototype standard (ANSI, p. 13) . It has the same 
dependent and ingredient composition as the table shown above. 
To derive basic Hind speeg as the dependent value, the ingredient 
§XQos1!re must be known--in this example, a location in 
continental United States or in Alaska. The ingredient mean 
recurrence interval also must be known--in this example a 50-year 
interval. The establishment of these data in the data list and 
their presentation in a network (Figure 11b) is similar to that 
shown in Figure 10 for the table illustrated. 
2.2.5 Precedence Based on Decision and Action 
Precedence based on the logic of decision and action is more 
complex than that derived on other bases. While the logic of 
equations, figures, and tables seldom requires expression in 
decision tables, the logic of decision and action usually does. 
Hence, precedence based on a particular decision and action 
always derives from the same decision table that expresses the 
logic of that decision and action. This type of precedence best 
can be reviewed with the logic that establishes it (Chapter 4). 
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CHAPTER 3 - THE EQUIVALENCY LISTS, AND EQUIVALENCE 
As noted earlier, in textual interconnection expressing 
equivalence, certain elements in the verbal expression are equal 
in substance, degree, value, force, or meaning to other elements, 
and as such have similar or identical effect. Note that while 
precedence establishes what might be regarded as a vertical or 
hierarchical relationship among certain elements, equivalence 
establishes what might be regarded as a horizontal or planar 
relationship. Further, while precedence among the elements leads 
to complex interconnection, equivalence among elements is more 
simple and direct. 
Because these expressions of precedence and of equivalence 
are at least somewhat similar, it is possible, though cumbersome, 
to e press equivalence in an information network. When 
expressions become at all complex, this procedure quickly becomes 
counter-productive, for it unnecessarily expands the information 
network. The total technical expression of a complex text is 
vastly simplified by the adoption of a separate form of 
expression for equivalence--a form that recognizes and 
capitalizes on its simpler and more direct relationships. 
The equivalency list provides 
portray that interconnection of 
a technical expression to 
textual elements expressing 
equivalence. The equivalency list is similar to the data list 
used in preparation of the information network--but with certain 
significant differences as well: 
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1. In the equivalency list, as in the data listt each item 
of data receives a reference number. 
2. All reference numbers in the data list, however, go on 
to become node numbers in the information network; 
only one of the reference numbers in the equivalency 
list assumes that role. The multiple appearance of 
equivalent data can produce unnecessary complexity in 
the network--a complexity the equivalency list avoids. 
3. While the data list records precedence among the data, 
no such precedence is recorded in the equivalency list. 
The inclusion of a datum in an equivalency list 
in icates that it is the equivalent of, rather than an 
in re ient or dependent of, other data in the list. 
Because all items of data in an equivalency list are 
equivalent, only one datum from each list needs to appear in the 
data list and in the information network. Selection of that 
datum is relatively easy: the most representative is the one to 
use. It then appears, with its reference number, in both the 
data list and the information network. 
Because of its simplicity of construction, the equivalency 
list need not be expressed in a network, nor does it require a 
computer program for its technical expression. As noted, 
however, each representative datum appears in the 
computer-prepared data list and in the information network. 
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3.1 BASES FOR EQUIVALENCE AMONG THE DATA 
The technology recognizes two classes of equivalence: 
1. Equivalence based on expression--that directly defined 
or indirectly implied in a verbal expression. 
2. Equivalence based on substitution--that established 
through the substitution of a more appropriate term for 
one that introduces imprecision or unnecessary 
complexity in the verbal expression. 
3.1.1 Equivalence Based on Expression 
In this type of equivalence, all of the equivalent terms 
have appeared in the verbal expression. The expression of 
equivalence can be either explicit or implicit. If explicitly 
defined, equivalence is evident. If equivalence is implicitly 
expressed through usage, however, establishment of equivalence 
requires some interpretation. The necessity for such 
interpretation can have two sources: 
a) the use of similar terms, which use mayor may not 
in icate reference to a single datum; 
b) the reuse of a term, which reuse mayor may not 
indicate a reuse of the datum labeled by the term. 
The use of similar terms can result from an inclination 
toward variety on the part of authors. Variety of word usage in 
a legal document can make the document more pleasant to read. On 
the other hand, such variety, unrecognized, can introduce 
uncertainty and imprecision. 
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The reuse of the same term causes difficulty when the term 
in its different usages does not mean the same thing. This 
introduces an ambiguity into the verbal expression that is very 
difficult to detect. 
To assure precision, then, it is necessary both to recognize 
the equivalence among certain terms, and to recognize 
non-equivalence when this is intended. Often, even when not 
explicitly defined, equivalence is clear and unequivocal: in a 
given document, structure, structural system, 
construction, and structural frame all might clearly name the 
same thing. At times, however, equivalence or non-equivalence is 
not so clear, and some interpretation is necessary. For example, 
only their location in a verbal expression might suggest: 
a) that design load and wind load in that expression name 
the same thing; or 
b) that dead load in one section means total de~Q load, 
and In another section, dead load of partitions. 
A single equivalency list may contain both the reuse of a 
single term, and the use of similar 
Figure 12 shows an equivalency list of data with expressed 
equivalence. Note that the data in this list are not necessarily 
equivalent by definition. It is, rather, by their usage that the 
suggested equivalence has been established. When implicit, and 
thus deduced, equivalence becomes a matter of interpretive 
judgment. Any such judgment should receive careful 
reconsideration--and possible explicit statement--during editing. 
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In Figure 12, the datum structure has been adjudged most 
representative. Convention suggests that as the reference datum 
it be placed at the head of the equivalency list. Then, only the 
datum structure need appear with its reference number in the data 
~~st, or in the information network drawn from that list. 
Appearance of the reference datum stands in place of the other 
data in the equivalency list. 
3.1.2 Equivalence Based on Substitution 
In this type of equivalence, the substitute terms have not 
appeared in the verbal expression. (Precedence based on 
implication provides the only other similar procedure in the use 
of the technology. See Section 2.2.3 for advice on precautions.) 
Here, certain equivalences are assumed to clarify the sense of 
the verbal expression. This requires a somewhat radical 
interpretation. Such interpretation, however, recognizes: 
a) that ina verbal expression, definition is not always 
precise; 
u) that a meaning deduced from the structure of the 
expression may differ 
explicitly defined; 
markedly from a meaning 
c) that the correct sense of the 
from the meaning deduced 
expression 
rather than 
explicitly defined. 
Imprecision, if it occurs in the definition 
concept, can work great violence on the 
network--subtracting seriously from its use as 
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may derive 
from that 
of a basic 
information 
an analytic 
device, perhaps even subverting its derivation. Avoiding this 
difficulty may make it necessary to set aside a concept explictly 
defined, and to adopt in its place a concept structurally 
assumed. This presents a real risk: adopting a substitute 
concept opens a possibility of error that direct quotation of a 
correctly defined concept usually avoids. When necessary, 
however, useful application of the technology must deduce 
substitute meanings. 
Some of these substitute meanings can come quite 
easily--others not easily at all. For example, if a subsection 
titled Provision for Partitions falls in a section titled ~ea~ 
Load, it seems clear that the subsection title suggests the 
weight of Qartitions to be included as part of the dead load. In 
another example, if a subsection titled Uniformly ~i§tributed 
Load§ goes on to discuss only live loads, it seems clear that the 
bsection title suggests uniformly distributed live loads. In 
another example, while establishment of the structurally deduced 
equivalence might require an examination of a sizable portion of 
a verbal expression, the term live loads in a certain section 
actually might imply a much more specific concept: uniformly 
distributed live loads on floors. 
The substitute equivalences in these examples still hold at 
least a tenuous relationship to the meanings explicitly set down. 
Interpretation becomes particularly however, when a 
meaning structurally deduced is quite different from a meaning 
explictly defined. The complexity of this difficulty is 
reflected in an example from actual application. 
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In ANSI A58.1-1972, in subsection 6.9.3.1, the use of 
maximum horizontal wind loads on square-sectioned trussed towers 
explicitly defined is unrelated to its use structurally deduced. 
Acceptance of the- explicit definition would attempt to apply 
section 6.9.3 to Hind load~ directly, while parallel sections 
b.9.1 and 6.9.2 apply to net pressure coefficients, in advance of 
the calculation of liind loads. Acceptance of the explicit 
definition would subvert the derivation of the information 
network. It becomes necessary to assume that the text, in 
actuality, does not mean to attempt such an application. Further 
inspection of the verbal expression leads to a conclusion that 
maximum hori~Qrrtal wind loads on square-sectioned trussed towers 
probably suggests a substitute equivalence--net ~ssure 
In this case and in others, equivalence based on 
substitution deals with two interpretations of data: in the one, 
data is explicitly defined, in the other structurally deduced. 
The technology adopts a strategy to incorporate in an equivalency 
list equivalence based on substitution. 
"I. The substituted datum receives the designation (S), and 
becomes the reference datum for use in the data list 
and information network. 
2. The defined datum appears in the equivalency list after 
its substituted equivalent. The defined datum receives 
no further reference in the technical expression. All 
further reference is to the substitute datum. 
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Taking as an example the relationship first discussed, 
Figure 13 reproduces an equivalency list to establish equivalence 
based on substitution. The list makes the entries suggested 
above. The substitute equivalency is the Weighk of Partition~ in 
~ead Load. All further reference in the data list and the 
information network is to this datum, rather than to the defined 
Provision for Partitions. Thus, in the further development of 
the technical expression, the assumed datum substitutes for the 
defined datum. The portrayal of equivalence based on 
substitution is not difficult once the hurdle of interpretation 
is crossed. 
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CHAPTER 4 - THE DECISION TABLES AND TREES, AND LOGIC 
As noted earlier, in textual interconnection expressing 
logic, certain elements in the verbal expression relate through 
the structure of certain propositions both to other elements, and 
to the whole of the expression. The logic of the text also 
establishes precedence among the elements involved, creating an 
effective link between the information-network expression of 
precedence and the decision-table expression of logic. 
The decision table and its associated tree offer an 
interconnected technical expression to portray textual logic that 
is either sequential or interconnected. The decision table 
offers a relatively new analytic technique, structuring 
explicitly the conditions, rules, and actions of a decision. The 
technology uses the following decision table format: 
In its conditions, the decision table sets down 
explicitly and separately the prerequisites of the 
decision. In this logic, each 
boolean variable, carrying 
value. These values also can 
false, or immaterial. 
condition generates a 
either a true or false 
be implicitly true or 
In its actions, the decision table sets down explicitly 
and separately the actions that can be generated by the 
decision. Again, this list properly comprises a 
complete set, here of the actions available. 
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In its rules, the decision table makes explicit 
connection between any number of conditions and a 
specific single action generated by each combination. 
Properly, these rules comprise a complete set, 
exhausting the field. 
Figure 14 illustrates this technique, by way of example. 
This illustration labels the conditions of the decision, the 
respective rules governing the decision, and the individual 
actions mandated by the respective decision choices. The 
decision table aims to set down: 
a) all of the conditions to be considered in making a 
decision; each condition will either be met or not met 
by the circumstances surrounding the decision; 
b) all of the rules that combine the conditions in making 
the decision; each rule mandates a specific action; 
c) all of the actions prescribed toward the derivation of 
the end product. 
In the example in Figure 14, the two conditions shown are 
the only prerequisites to the decision; the three actions are 
the only actions mandated by the decision; the three rules are 
the only rules that govern the decision. If both conditions are 
true, Rule 1 mandates Action 1. If the first condition is true 
and the second false, Rule 2 mandates Action 2. If the first 
condition is false, Rule 3 mandates Action 3; or in this case, 
if the first condition is not met, the second has no bearing and 
is considered immaterial. 
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The decision table generates a decision tree--a graphic 
expression of the logic translated. The decision table in 
Figure 14 generates the decision tree in Figure 15. C1 and C2 
are the two conditions of the decision table; R1, R2 and R3 are 
the three rules. The decision tree depicts exactly the same 
logic as did the decision table: Rule 1, Rule 2, or Rule 3 will 
govern the action, depending upon the combination of the boolean 
values assigned to Conditions 1 and 2. The arrows trace and 
indicate the rule mandated by each combination of true and false 
values for the conditions. Thus, as in the decision table, if 
Condition 1 is true and Condition 2 is false, Rule 2 applies. 
All logic prescribed in the verbal expression lends itself 
to translation to decision tables and trees. In combination, 
these tables and trees express technically the logic of the 
entire text. The decision tables and trees also state explicitly 
the ingredients and dependent of each decision, establishing 
precedence based on logic. Precedence here derives from the 
ingredients contained in the conditions and actions of the 
decision table, and from the dependents produced by the action of 
the table. 
The subnetwork in Figure 16 depicts the precedence based on 
decision and action, created by the logic expressed in the 
decision table in Figure 14. In the decision table, Q.uildin.g and 
____ uctur~ comprise data of Condition 1 • . , in the 
bnetwork, Nodes 1 and 2 contain these ingredient data (A and 
B). In the decision table, stresses Q.roduc8g QY concentrated 
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comprise ingredient data of Condition 2-, in the subnetwork, 
Nodes 3 and 4 contain these ingredient data (C and D). In the 
decision table concentrated loads comprises the ingredient datum 
of Action 1; in the subnetwork, Node 6 contains this ingredient 
datum (E). In the decision table, uniformly 9i~triQut~q liv~ 
~ ud~ comprises the ingredient datum of Action 2 . , in the 
subnetwork, Node 6 contains this ingredient datum (F). In the 
decision table, the code, in its nonapplication comprises the 
ingredient datum of Action 3; in the subnetwork, Node 7 contains 
this ingredient datum (G). Finally, in the decision table, 
stress QQ memb~rs comprises the dependent datum, or product, of 
each of the actions mandated by the decision; in the subnetwork, 
Node 8 contains this dependent datum (H). The subnetwork based 
on decision and action is similar to those for other bases of 
precedence. The derivation of this subnetwork provides the 
opportunity to demonstrate the incorporation of it within a 
larger network. 
Figure 17 reproduces the information network first 
illustrated in Figure 1; in this illustration, however, a broken 
line encloses the subnetwork of Figure 16. Figure 18 reproduces 
the data list first illustrated in Figure 2; in this 
illustration, the broken line encl6ses the data list for the 
subnetwork in Figure 16. Figure 19 reproduces the computer 
printout first illustrated in Figure 3; in this network, like 
the network of Figure 17, the broken line encloses the subnetwork 
of Figure 16. Note that beyond the enclosed subnetwork, the 
information network includes the ingredients to the ingredients 
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that produce H. Further, H itself is an ingredient in the 
production of I. Taken from the view of H, a subnetwork of 
ingredience precedes H--lying to the right of that datum's node 
in the diagram--and a subnetwork of dependence follows it--lying 
to the left and above that datum's node in the diagram. 
4.' OPERATING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DECISION TABLES AND TREES 
Use of decision tables and trees is enhanced in this 
technology by the availability of a computer program to assist in 
analysis (Wright, Harris, Melin, and Albarran, 1975). The 
program advances the use of the technology both through the speed 
with which it portrays decision tables and trees, and through the 
assistance it provides in the discovery and identification of 
imprecision. 
Figure 20 uses the computer program to portray the decision 
ta e an tree first seen in Figures 14 and 15. The program, in 
requiring the entry of the conditions, actions, and rules of the 
decision table, provides a quick and uniform way of setting down 
these components. The speed with which the computer then depicts 
both the decision table and its tree eases the iteration useful 
in this type of analysis. 
Beyond its speed, however, the program is particularly adept 
in locating imprecision in the logic. To illustrate this point, 
Figure 21 shows a decision table and tree similar to that in 
Figure 20, but this time with a piece of logic absent. As 
translated to this table, a verbal expression would not have 
taken into account the consideration of an object that is neither 
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a building nor a structure. 
Action 3 do not appear, 
situation in which Condition 
Thus, in the table, Rule 3 and 
eliminating from consideration a 
1 is not true. Displaying its 
ability to detect absent logic, the computer prints in place of 
the missing rule the word else. The appearance of the word els~ 
1n place of a rule--referred to as an else-rule--signals that a 
rule necessary to complete the logic is absent from the verbal 
expression. Note that the computer has not been programmed to 
make a judgment as to whether the absent logic is 
missing--perhaps in error--or assumed--perhaps recognizing its 
tri ia ity. This consideration requires human judgment. 
Through the computer program, decision tables structure all 
of the textual logic of decision and action. In doing so, each 
decision table serves two functions. 
1. It portrays explicitly the internal logic of each 
decision and action. The decision table program both 
provides a means of analyzing this logic, and of 
locating error in the logic. 
2. In portraying the logic, it also provides a basis for 
the portrayal of precedence. In doing so, it draws 
upon one or more ingredient data, in either the 
conditions or the actions of the table; it produces a 
single dependent datum. 
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PART II - APPLYING THE TECHNOLOGY 
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CHAPTER 5 - INTRODUCING THE EDITING PROCESSES 
Used in editing, the technology enables translation of the 
text from a verbal to a technical expression, preparation of 
commentary on the technical expression, and finally, editing of 
the two expressions. In applying the technology, you work from a 
significant principle: the technical expression must be a 
literal translation of the verbal expression. Use of the verbal 
and technical expressions in editing attempts to harness the 
advantages of each to overcome the disadvantages of the other. 
Verbal expression, the expression in everyday use, is most 
generally understood. It is the accepted way to communicate. It 
is a sequential expression; it communicates meaning by 
presenting its elements one by one. As a sequential expression, 
it has difficulty, however, in communicating meaning that is 
interconnected~-meaning, that is, whose elements relate to each 
other simultaneously. Much of the meaning in a text is 
interconnected. Because of this difficulty, verbal expression 
has a tendency to obscure any imprecision in its communication of 
interconnection. Imprecision in interconnection, expressed 
sequentially, can become so difficult to recognize that it 
reveals itself only when something goes wrong in the practical 
use of a document. 
Technical expression, on the other hand, is not generally 
understood, available only to those--say, yourself as an 
analyst--versed in its use. The users of public documents 
normally are not familiar with the techniques of information 
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network and decision table analysis--nor need they be. For the 
analyst, however, technical expression makes available an 
explicit communication of both sequential and interconnected 
meaning--presenting the elements of a text in their simultaneous 
relationship. The technical expression, then, reveals the 
imprecision that a verbal expression tends to obscure. Further, 
it makes possible the removal of such imprecision prior to the 
practical use of the document. The technical expression also has 
the potential to make machine-accessible the meaning of a 
text--for further computer use or analysis. 
To apply the abilities of the technical expression to the 
reduction of imprecision in the verbal expression, you will make 
a number of iterations through certain specific procedures. 
While the order of the steps in the procedure may vary with 
experience, the following processes codify the steps necessary. 
Application of the technology begins after the initial drafting 
of a document. 
In Process 1 of the 
translation from 
expression. 
application, you 
the verbal 
make the literal 
to the technical 
In Process 2, you produce a commentary on the technical 
expression. 
In Process 3, you assist the authors in editing both the 
technical and the verbal expressions to bring them into 
correspondence with the meaning intended. 
Publication--or 
edition--follows. 
publication 
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of a succeeding 
Completion of Process 2 permits either proceeding to Process 
3, or returning to Process 1. Completion of Process 3 permits 
either proceeding with publication, or returning to Process 1 or 
Process 2. 
5.1 PROCESS 1: TRANSLATING THE VERBAL TO THE TECHNICAL 
EXPRESSION 
In Process 1, you translate literally the verbal expression 
of the text into a technical expression of it. 
In Step 1-1, begin with a draft in hand of the verbal 
expression of the text. (If the technology addresses an 
expression already published, the published version becomes the 
draft available.) Identify and index for further analysis all of 
the significant data in the verbal expression--significant, that 
is, in conveying the meaning expressed verbally. 
In Step 1-2, prepare the equivalency lists that translate 
the equivalences expressed or assumed, identifying in the 
material that remains the unique data of the verbal expression. 
The equivalency lists become the technical expression of the 
equivalent data of the text. 
In Step 1-3, prepare the data list that becomes input in the 
production of the information network, incorporating, by 
reference, the equivalences identified. The information network 
becomes the technical expression of precedence in the text. 
In Step 1-4, prepare the decision tables, and from them, 
their associated decision trees. Together, the decision tables 
and trees become the technical expression of the logic in the 
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text. Further, preparation of the decision tables makes it 
possible to continue the process of data list preparation, 
translating to the data list the precedence derived from the 
logic in the text. 
In Step 1-5, test the accuracy of the translation. 
Translation requires both the formulation of many assumptions as 
to the meanings verbally expressed, and the application of the 
technology on the basis of these assumptions. The objective of 
this process is to make available two parallel expressions of 
meaning for further comparative commentary and editing--the one a 
literal translation of the other. With the meeting of this 
objective, move on to the next process. 
5.2 PROCESS 2: COMMENTING ON THE TECHNICAL EXPRESSION 
In Process 2, you record 
translation and call 
all interpretations 
attention to the 
made during 
significant 
interconnections portrayed in the technical expression. Further, 
you make a comparative analysis of the two expressions, and 
comment on all areas of probable imprecision. 
In Step 2-1, begin with two expressions of the text in 
hand--a verbal expression, and a technical expression that is a 
literal translation of it. Prepare the commentary on equivalence 
and precedence. Examine areas of probable imprecision in the 
verbal expression of equivalence and precedence, as revealed by 
the equivalency lists and the information network. 
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In Step 2-2, prepare the commentary on logic. Examine areas 
of probable imprecision in the verbal expressions of logic in the 
equations, figures, and tables. Examine areas of probable 
imprecision in the verbal expression of logic, as revealed by the 
decision tables and trees. 
In Step 2-3, test the commentary for further use in editing. 
The objective of this process is to provide completeness and 
relevance in the commentary. With the meeting of this objective, 
either return to Process 1 for adjustment of the translation, or 
move on to the next process. 
In Process 3, you assist the authors in the editing of both 
the technical and verbal expressions, reviewing all significant 
interpretations, re-examining all significant interconnections, 
modifying either expression or both to bring meaning expressed 
into correspondence with meaning intended. 
In Step 3-1, begin with two expressions of the text and a 
commentary in hand. Use the equivalency lists and information 
network and their commentary to edit for equivalence and 
precedence. Re-examine the bases of equivalence and precedence 
as they appear in the verbal expression. Re-examine the 
interpretations made as these appear in the network. When the 
equivalence or precedence verbally expressed has not been 
appropriately translated, edit the lists or the network and its 
commentary. Then, determine the equivalence and precedence 
intended by the authors. When that intended has not been 
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appropriately expressed, re-edit the lists or the network and its 
commentary. Then, suggest that the authors use the prepared 
technical expression to edit the verbal expression. 
In Step 3-2, you and the authors use the decision tables, 
their trees, and their commentaries to edit for logic. 
Re-examine the interpretations made as these appear in the 
decision table and trees. When the logic verbally expressed has 
not been appropriately translated, edit the decision table and 
its commentary. Then, determine the logic intended by the 
authors. When the logic intended has not been appropriately 
expressed, re-edit the decision table, rerun the decision tree, 
and edit their commentary. Then, suggest that the authors use 
the prepared technical expression of intended logic to edit the 
verbal expression. 
In Step 3-3, you and the authors test for precision of 
expression of intended meaning. The objective of this process is 
to reduce imprecision in the verbal expression. With the meeting 
of this objective, if the editing just performed requires 
adjustment of a translation or of a commentary, return to Process 
1 or Process 2. When precision of expression is acceptable 
overall, publication of the document can proceed. 
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5.4 RECAPITULATION OF THE INTRODUCTION TO THE EDITING PROCESSES 
Figure 22 provides an illustration of these steps in their 
processes, graphically summarizing the application of the 
technology in the editing processes. The iterations of Processes 
1, 2, and 3 comprise the analysis that follows the initial 
drafting of the document, and that precedes publication. Process 
1 permits as many iterations as necessary to translate the verbal 
expression to a technical expression, to meet the test for 
accuracy of the translation. Process 2 permits as many 
iterations as necessary to prepare the commentary on the 
technical expression, to meet the test for completeness and 
relevance of the commentary. Process 3 permits as many 
iterations as necessary to edit the two expressions, to meet the 
test for precise statement of the authors' intended meaning. 
Meeting the objective of Process 1 permits you to proceed with 
Process 2. Meeting the objective of Process 2 permits you and 
the authors to proceed with Process 3--or you to return to 
Process 1. Meeting the objective of Process 3 permits 
publication of the edited document to proceed--or permits you to 
return to Process 1 or Process 2. 
Use of the technology requires varying degrees of attention 
by both you and the authors. Drafting of the original document 
is entirely the work of the authors. Processes 1 and 2, 
translation to a technical expression and commentary on it, are 
principally your responsibility. Process 3, editing of both 
expressions, is the responsibility of both you and the authors; 
many of the decisions of Process 3, however, particularly with 
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regard to meaning intended, are those of the authors. 
Publication is the decision of the authors. 
The information network and the decision tables and trees, 
operating at the requisite level of detail, provide a powerful 
tool in translation, commentary, and editing. Their power 
resides in their ability to portray systematically both the 
sequential relationships and the interconnected relationships of 
a complex text. The equivalency lists, information network, and 
the decision tables and trees each make a unique contribution. 
These technical expressions facilitate cooperative and 
detailed editing by a team of author~ and analysts. The 
discussion that follows tells more specifically how to use the 
technology. To gain coherence, the discussion for the most part 
uses a single, continuing example: subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, 
pages 7 and 8, of ANSI A58.1-1972. Figure 23 reproduces this 
example. Subsection 3.1.1 refers to Table 1, page 8. Figure 24 
reproduces this table. 
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CHAPTER 6 - PROCESS 1: TRANSLATING 
Literal translation from a verbal expression to a technical 
expression, is a key task of the analyst. In translating, follow 
these policies: 
Translate the verbal expression as directly, 
accurately, and completely as possible. Include all 
pertinent material, even when the verbal expression 
seems redundant--perhaps particularly then. However, 
omit from. the technical expression that language used 
only to smooth the flow of rhetoric. Translate all 
other verbal expression--either as 
ingredient or dependent data, or as specifiers of 
decision and action. 
Translate as literally as possible the meaning 
expressed. Translation requires many interpretations. 
In making these interpretations, attempt to establish 
in the technical expression the literal sense of the 
meaning verbally expressed. While translating, make as 
few judgments as possible as to the precision of 
meaning set down in the verbal expression. Rather, 
translate the meaning as expressed, precise or not, as 
literally as possible. Use the translation only to 
locate and identify imprecision; leave to later 
editing the removal of that imprecision. 
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Reveal all interpretation--for scrutiny by others. For 
whatever amount of interpretation is necessary--whether 
meaning is reasonably clear, not particularly clear, or 
obscure, even mistaken--make all interpretation known 
and public. Call special attention to questionable 
interpretation. Then, scrutinize all interpretation 
well, and encourage its scrutiny by others. 
The translation procedure has five steps; you may pursue 
them in any order. These are the steps--in a suggested order: 
1. Identify and index the significant data in the verbal 
expression. 
2. Prepare the equivalency lists that translate the 
equivalences found among the significant data, thus 
identifying the remaining data as not only significant 
but unique. 
3. Prepare the data list that translates the precedence in 
these significant and unique data. 
4. Prepare the decision tables that translate the logic of 
the decision and action prescribed, and from each 
decision table prepare a decision tree. Complete the 
preparation of the data list, now t~anslating to the 
list that precedence derived from logic. From the data 
list, automatically prepare the information network. 
5. Test the equivalency lists, information network, 
decision tables and trees as literal translations from 
the verbal expression of the text. 
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Apply these steps to the entire verbal expression. As 
noted, the technical expression has three parts--equivalency 
lists to express equivalence, an information network to express 
precedence, and decision tables and trees to express logic. The 
usefulness of the translation depends upon its accuracy. Even 
with experience in the technology, assurance of accuracy calls 
for some iterative tracing of the steps of translation. The 
following material sets down the detail of these steps. 
6.1 IDENTIFYING AND INDEXING THE SIGNIFICANT DATA 
Identify the parts of the verbal 
the verbal expression uses noun 
expression. 
forms to 
In general, 
identify data; 
adjective forms to modify or qualify these data; verbs and verb 
forms to mandate decision and action; adverbs and adverb forms 
to modify or qualify data existence, occurrence, decision, or 
action. The .verbal expression, then, comprises data, qualifiers 
of data, activities, and qualifiers of activity. All significant 
parts or the verbal expression fit into one of these categories, 
and the categories in turn become the elements of the technical 
expression. 
Each significant item of data becomes either a datum in an 
equivalency list, or the content of a node in the information 
network. The nodes of the network relate to each other on bases 
established for the data. Each significant activity mandates the 
action of a decision table. Much of the data contained in the 
nodes is referenced by the conditions and actions of the decision 
tables. 
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In the example shown in Figure 23, these terms, in order, 
identify or qualify significant data: 
Live loads 
Uniformly distributed live loads 
Required live loads 
Buildings 
Live loads 
Other structures 
Greatest loads that probably will be produced by the 
intended use or occupancy 
Minimum uniformly distributed unit loads required by 
Table 1 (see Figure 24) 
Loads not specified 
Occupancies or uses not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.2 (thus, 
in Table 1) 
Live load 
Manner satisfactory to the building official. 
Activities do not comprise data; rather, they interrelate 
the data. These terms, in order, identify or qualify significant 
activities. 
To be assumed 
Shall be 
In no case less than 
Shall be determined. 
In this initial step of translation, then, identify the 
significant data in the verbal expression. Underline each item 
of significant data. Index these items of data, giving to each 
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datum its own unique reference number. Even when a term appears 
several times in the verbal expression, assign a separate 
reference number to each appearanoe. For ease of indexing, 
assign numbers in sequence, at approximate intervals of ten. 
This procedure produces, from the example in Figure 23, the 
work illustrated in Figure 25. It assigns reference numbers from 
200, for the Live Loads in the section heading, through 310 for 
Manner Satisfaotory to the Building Official. Note that although 
the term live load~ appears three times, eaoh time it receives a 
unique reference number. It is not necessary in this step to 
mark the activities and qualifiers. These are incorporated in 
decision tables without prior indexing. Figure 25 identifies all 
significant data in the example illustration. All other words 
and phrases serve either to describe activity or to provide 
connecting rhetoric. For later incorporation in the commentary, 
record all significant interpretations made during the 
identification of data. 
6.2 TRANSLATING EQUIVALENCE 
The equivalency list is the teohnioal expression provided by 
the technology for the translation of equivalence among the 
significant data. Once the appropriate equivalences among the 
data have been identified and placed in equivalency lists, the 
remaining significant data can be considered as unique--the 
subjeot for translation into a data list and information network. 
Each equivalenoy list includes, under their appropriate reference 
numbers, the data found to be equivalent. Equivalence is based 
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either on verbal expression, or on a substitution made to clarify 
the verbal expression. Verbal expression can establish 
equivalence either explicitly through direct definition, or 
implicitly through usage. 
Each equivalency list identifies a set of data that, for 
purposes of translation to the technical expression, can be 
considered equivalent. Each list records all appropriate data 
with their reference numbers--tying each to a specific location 
in the verbal expression. Prepare an equivalency list for each 
set of equivalent data--as these sets become evident. 
Equivalences explicitly expressed become evident immediately; 
equivalences implicitly expressed reveal themselves as the 
translation proceeds; the need for substitute equivalences often 
emerges only after an analysis of the technical expression, and 
discussion with the authors of any revealed imprecision. Select 
from the items of data in each list a representative datum, or 
assume a substitute datum, marking it with an (S), to represent 
the data of the list. 
6.2.1 Translating Equivalence Based on Expression 
Figure 26 reproduces an equivalency list initially prepared 
in this step for the example illustrated in Figure 25. It 
derives from an initial reading of the subject example. 
Equivalence in this example is somewhat difficult to interpret. 
In the body of the section, live lQads (230) and liY~ lQ~~ (300) 
seem equivalent; the list in Figure 26 shows the datum that 
appears first (230) as the reference datum. The equivalence of 
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live loads (230) and the live load in the section heading (200) 
seems more questionable. The datum in the heading seems more 
inclusive than the two data in the body of the section. 
Recognizing the questionable nature of this equivalence, and 
exercising some caution, the second list does not include Datum 
200, deferring this consideration. 
6.2.2 Translating Equivalence Based on Substitution 
If Live Load (200) in the section heading_ and live loads 
(230) in the body of the section prove to be nonequivalent, 
confusion obviously is created in the use of one or the other of 
these terms. The deductions above have led to a surmise that the 
section heading is suspect, and this surmise is reflected in the 
• deferral of its consideration. If the section heading is, in 
fact, imprecise or misleading, both the technical and verbal 
expressions would be well served by the adoption of a substitute 
term. This, then, would become a translation of equivalence 
based on substitution. 
Creating a datum not verbally expressed, such substitution 
whenever it occurs is a radical departure from normal translation 
procedure. For this reason, it seldom is made during the first 
process of translation. It is difficult to predict the time when 
the need for such a substitution becomes inescapable; often, 
however, this happens during the editing process, or during a 
reiteration of the translation process. In this example, the 
need for establishing an equivalence based on substitution will 
be considered again as part of the editing process. 
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For later incorporation in the commentary, record 
interpretations made in the preparation of the equivalency lists. 
6.3 TRANSLATING PRECEDENCE 
The data list is the source of input for the production of 
the information network--the technical expression of precedence 
in the text. The data list includes, with reference numbers, the 
significant and unique data in the verbal expression; further, 
it sets down the order of their precedence. The precedence of a 
given datum derives from a pattern of ingredience upstream, as it 
were, from its node, and a pattern of dependence downstream from 
it. To translate precedence, it is not necessary, however, to 
define both ingredience and'dependence for each datum. One or 
the other will do. To define precedence, the data list 
identifies only the ingredients of each datum. Dependence 
derives from the datum's inclusion in the ingredient lists of 
data downstream from it. 
The data list derives from the data identified in the verbal 
expression: it records each datum with its reference number; 
for each datum, it identifies the ingredients of that datum. 
Begin preparation of the data list by listing--each with its own 
unique reference number~-the significant and unique items of data 
identifed in the verbal expression. Include the reference datum 
from each equivalency list. When this listing is complete, 
identify the precedence established. Record precedence by 
listing after each appropriate datum the reference numbers of the 
data that are ingredients of that datum. The assembly of data 
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for any complex document produces a long data list and a complex 
information network. 
6.3.1 Translating Precedence Based on Description 
While precedence 
recognize--deriving 
based on 
directly 
description is 
from the 
easy to 
verbal 
expression--translation to a technical expression requires an 
analytic choice that is quite difficult to make. The difficulty 
of this choice grows from the very quality that makes this type 
of precedence easy to recognize. 
Precedence based on description is the relationship between 
qualifiers and the datum described. In the example in Figure 4, 
this is the relationship between the qualifiers mountainQJJ.§. and 
hilly, and the datum exposure. In the example in Figure 23, the 
same approach might well establish this type of precedence in the 
qualifiers LeguiL~Q and live, and the datum loads. Yet, in the 
example in Figure 25, rMuired live loa@ has been identified as 
a single datum. These two results illustrate the choice that you 
must make--whether to identify qualifiers and their object as 
separate data, or to identify qualifiers and object together as a 
single datum. The following explanation should help. 
When the qualifiers are not joined by connectors, you can 
assume that for purposes here, this is the same as using the 
connector and: saying r~quired liy~ loads can be considered the 
same as saying L~uired and liy~ load§.. On the other hand, when 
the qualifiers are joined by connectors, it is important to note 
the connector used: saying mountainous ~nd hilly exposure is not 
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the same assaying mountainous or hilly exposure. Now you must 
use judgment in making the choice. The identification of 
qualifier and object as separate data leads to greater complexity 
in the information network than does the identification of both 
as a single datum. Yet, under certain circumstances, this would 
be best. The choice depends on your evaluation of the importance 
of the connectors, either stated or assumed: if the connector 
seems significant in the relationship--as it is in Figure 4--you 
should make the separation; if the connector seems insignificant 
in the relationship--as it is in Datum 220 in Figure 25--you 
should use a single datum, and keep the technical expression as 
simple as possible in this respect. You can get further 
assistance in making this choice in the section treating the use 
of nand" versus the use of nor." 
6.3.2 Translating Precedence Based on Format 
Prec~dence based on format relies on the concept that a 
verbal expression establishes precedence through order of 
statement of the data. This means that you can derive an 
important type of precedence from the layout of the verbal 
expression. An outline of the verbal expression will reveal very 
clearly the main structure of this type of precedence; you often 
will find it useful to prepare such an outline. In precedence 
based on format, the datum in a section heading often includes 
the data in the subheads; a datum in the subhead often includes 
the data in the sub-subheads, etc. Thus, the datum in a section 
heading often has as ingredients the data in the subheads, etc. 
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Figure 27 reproduces the initial data list prepared in this 
step for the short example illustrated in Figure 25, 
incorporating the reference datum (230) from the equivalency list 
in Figure 26. In attempting the most complete and accurate 
translation, the data list here makes the most obvious 
interpretation of the format expressed, expressing directly the 
format of the verbal expression. Further consideration, however, 
will question the precedence implied by this obvious 
interpretation. For example, there seems at first an indication 
of precedence in the headings 11ve Loads (200), Uniformly 
Distributed Loag~ (210), and 10ads Not ~~ified (280)--and the 
data list initially records this interpretation. However, the 
latter two terms seem out of parallel, and the term UniformlY 
Di.§.:trlbuted 1.oads seems more inclusive than the subject matter of 
the section would warrant. Initially, however, the obvious 
interpretation is recorded. 
6.3.3 Translating Precedence Based on Implication 
Precedence based on implication assumes that an expressed 
datum can establish ingredience and dependence not only with 
other expressed data, but with unexpressed data as well. This 
possibility creates the need, in translating to a technical 
expression, to name the data left unexpressed verbally and to 
give them technical expression. In the procedures of precedence 
based on implication, the technology provides the strategy to 
accomplish this task. 
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Precedence based on implication includes either implied 
ingredience--the naming of the unnamed ingredient data of a named 
datum--or implied dependence--the naming of the unnamed dependent 
datum of named data. Figure 25 does not provide an example of 
the former, but an example is available in Figure 8. Figure 25 
does, however, provide an example of a situation that profits 
from the implication of a dependent datum. Figure 27 illustrates 
the data list at its current state of development. In this 
list--as drawn from the example in Figure 25--the term buildings 
(240) and othe~ structures (250) seem meant to exhaust a 
field--say that of any structure. The implication of this 
dependent datum can help to simplify the information network; 
further, it can avoid, as the later analysis will review, 
possible unnecessary difficulty with the connector and in the 
preparation of the decision tables. Whenever this type of 
observation supports the action, imply the datum or data 
appropriate. Figure 28 shows such a development in the data 
list. The change in the list results from the above assumptions. 
To consolidate these terms in the technical expression, the list 
records an implied dependent datum--any structure (1000)--and 
marks it with a (D). This action lengthens the data list but 
simplifies both the information network and the decision tables. 
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.'1 " ,6~3~4 Translating Precedence Based on Equations, Figures, and 
Tables 
The equations, figures, and tables that express some of the 
logic of the verbal expression also establish precedence among 
their data. Precedence based on the logic expressed in this way 
can be drawn directly from the verbal expression. 
Figure 25 contains no equations, tables, or figures. While 
it cannot provide an example of this translation of precedence, 
Figures 9, 10 and 11 provide examples. In translating precedence 
based on equations, figures, and tables, follow the procedures 
described in discussing these illustrations. 
6.4 TRANSLATING LOGIC 
The decision tables--each with its associated decision 
tree--is the technical expression of logic in the text. A 
decision table comprises the conditions of a deciSion, the 
actions taken as the result of a decision, and the rules that 
govern the consideration of the conditions toward taking an 
action. The decision tables have the ability to translate to a 
technical expression the logic conveyed in two principal ways in 
the verbal expression: 
1. Equations, figures and tables 
2. Decision and action. 
Translation of the logic conveyed in equations, figures, and 
tables seldom is necessary. On the rare occasion that it is 
necessary, it can proceed in a way similar to that reviewed below 
for logic based on decision and action. The form in which 
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equations, figures, and tables appear in the verbal expression, 
however, usually states this logic precisely enough to make such 
translation unnecessary. It is appropriate, however, to analyze 
the logic of these expressions as part of your commentary. 
6.4.1 Translating Logic Based on Decision and Action 
Translating the logic based on decision and action requires 
great detail, and that detail is available in the conditions, 
rules, and actions of a decision table. To portray the logic of 
decision and action, translate into decision tables each 
prescription of action in the verbal expression. These decision 
tables in combination simultaneously portray the total logic of 
the text. They also establish the basis for precedence based on 
that logic. 
Figure 29 illustrates.the -decision table that translates the 
and establishes the basis for precedence in the logic of logic 
the It expresses with precision the 
interconnection between the dependent datum, the appropriate 
ingredient data, and the decision and action prescribed. For 
example subsections. 
ease of reference, this decision table records reference numbers 
assigned to the data in the verbal expression--a good procedure 
to follow. The logic of the decision table translates literally 
the logic of the text: 
1. Live Load~ (230) is the dependent datum--the product of 
the decision table. This datum appears as the 
objective of each of the mandated actions--for brevity 
printed just once at the end of the table. 
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2. Ingredients appear in both the conditions and the 
actions of the table. Appearing as ingredients in the 
conditions are data numbered 1000, 290, 260, and 270. 
Appearing as ingredients in the action are data 
numbered 260, 270, and 310. Here, the data numbered 
260 and 270 are ingredients in both conditions and 
actions--not an unusual occurrence. 
3. Selection of action in the decision table requires 
certain choices. Different from the verbal expression, 
however, the decision table sets down explicitly the 
bases for these choices in a series of rules. Although 
these rules express explicitly the logic of decision, 
that logic is intended as a literal translation of the 
logic intended by the verbal expression. 
A. The verbal expression applies in the design of any 
structure; in the decision table, the condition 
any ~tryctur~ is present (true) in all of the 
rules. 
B. In the verbal expression, section 3.1.2 applies 
only when occupancy is not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.2 
(therefore, in Table 1), and when this is the 
case, it. requires a single action; in the 
decision table, when Condition 2 exists (indicated 
by a T), Rule 3 mandates Action 3, and Condition 3 
becomes immaterial. 
C. In the verbal expression, section 3.1.1 requires 
the use of the larger load, with a choice between 
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the greatest lQ.9:.q~ QLoduced (260), and the mini.m.um 
loag frQm ~Ql~ 1 (270); in the decision table, 
if the greatest loads produced are greater than or 
equal to the minimum load from Table 1, Rule 1 
mandates Action 1; if the greatest loads produced 
are not greater than or equal to the minimum load 
from Table 1, Rule 2 mandates Action 2. 
Thus, the technology translates literally the logic of the 
verbal expression into a decision table, transposing all 
significant data. Note, however, that the decision table has not 
yet used certai.n terms found in the verbal expression:!J.niformly 
di.§.liibuted lo~d.§. (210), r.~quired liv~ loads (220), or loads not 
.§.~lfied (280). 
While a computer program assists in the preparation and 
portrayal of a decision table, the translation of the logic of 
the text obviously requires human attention. Once you have 
translated to the decision table the logic of the verbal 
expression, the computer program prepares the decision tree 
automatically. 
Figure 30 illustrates the decision tree prepared from the 
decision table in Figure 29. Because the decision tree is a 
diagram of the decision table, if the decision table is a 
successful literal translation of the verbal expression, so is 
the decision tree. Diagrammatically, in this example, the 
decision tree shows: 
a) the mandating of Action 3 by Rule 3 requires only that 
Conditions 1 and 2 be true; 
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b) the mandating of Action 1 by Rule 1 requires that 
Condition 1 be true, Condition 2 false, and Condition 3 
true; 
c) the mandating of Action 2 by Rule 2 requires that 
Condition 1 be true, Condition 2 false, and Condition 3 
false. 
Note that when in a certain rule, a condition is immaterial, 
a reference to that condition in that rule does not appear in the 
decision tree. Further, the decision tree uses the same symbol 
(+) to portray all true designations, whether explicit (T) or 
implicit (+), and the same symbol (-) to portray all false 
designations, whether expicit (F) or implicit(-). 
6.4.2 Translating Precedence Based on Decision and Action 
The decision table also establishes precedence among the 
data it includes. Continue the preparation of the data list, 
translating this precedence. Enter, following the dependent 
datum, the node numbers of its ingredient data. 
Figure 31 shows the data list for this example, 
incorporating the precedence established by the logic of this 
step. In the list, the node numbers of its ingredient data have 
been assigned to the dependent Datum (230). Note that, as with 
most data lists, this list makes certain assumptions as to 
separation and combination of data. Datum 270 could have 
generated its own subnetwork, with unit loads the dependent 
datum, and minimum, uniformly distributed, and required Qy Table 
1, the ingredient data. The separation of the qualifiers might 
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have served a useful purpose-~if the interconnection emphasized 
by such separation were significant. In this case, these 
relationships were assumed not significant, and that assumption 
proved appropriate. 
There is no sure way in this initial stage of translation, 
however, to make this type of judgment, before contextual 
relationship of the data is clear. The early combination of 
significant data into a single node can mask an important 
relationship. The choice must be made--but carefully; it 
becomes easier with experience. The choice here put unit lQad~ 
and its qualifiers into a single node, anticipating separation as 
unnecessary. 
* * * For later incorporation in the commentary, record all 
significant interpretations made during the preparation of the 
data list. 
With computer assistance available, prepare an information 
network from the data list--automatically. Figure 32 illustrates 
the subnetwork drawn from the example data list (Figure 31) at 
the conclusion of this step. Note that all of the logic-based 
ingredient data for l~ lQads, connects di.rectly to Node 
230--portraying that precedence among these data. Note further, 
that this subnetwork displays dual root nodes--portraying the 
lack of resolution of the relationship between Nodes 230 and 200. 
Note this situation for coverage in the commentary. 
The recording of Q1J1M.in&~ (240) and Q.th~r. _§.tr.!d.Qt.Y.r.~~ (250) 
as in g red i en t S 0 f .~ll..Y §.t. r u c t y. r.§. (1 000) 0 n 1 y hap pen son c e ; i nth e 
information network this ingredience is covered by reference. 
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6.5 TESTING FOR LITERAL TRANSLATION 
Preparation of a translation usually requires several 
iterations through the steps of this process. After each 
iteration, test the technical expression as an accurate 
translation of the verbal expression. 
Does all equivalence in the equivalency lists and all 
precedence in the network find a basis in the verbal expression? 
Has all equivalence and all precedence in the verbal expression 
found translation to a technical expression? Does all logic in 
the decision trees find a basis in the verbal expression? Has all 
logic in the verbal expression found translation to the decision 
trees? Do the interpretations as to precedence and logic, upon 
re-examination, seem correct? Have significant interpretations 
been noted for further comment? 
Perform the iterations of the process until a satisfactory 
translation is available--paralleling as closely as possible the 
equivalence, precedence, and logic conveyed in the verbal 
expression. Upon satisfactory completion of the translation, 
move on to the preparation of commentary in Process 2. 
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CHAPTER 7 - PROCESS 2: COMMENTING 
The preparation of commentary on the technical expression is 
a key task of the analyst. Here, you set down a record of both 
the interpretations made during the process of translation, and 
the significant interconnections portrayed in the technical 
expression--whether of equivalence, of precedence, or of logic. 
In the commentary, you need make no judgment of the correctness 
or incorrectness of an expression to which it calls attention; 
you need only focus attention on probable imprecision, to bring 
expert opinion to bear during editing. There are three steps in 
the procedure to prepare the commentary; you may take them up in 
any order. These are the steps--in a suggested order. 
1. Prepare the commentary on the equivalence conveyed by 
the equivalency lists, and the precedence conveyed by 
the information network. 
2. Prepare the commentary on the logic 
equations, figures, and tables, 
ta~'es and trees. 
conveyed by the 
and by the decision 
3. Test the commentary for completeness and relevance. 
As noted, the commentary has two parts: that on the 
equivalency lists and the information network, and that on the 
decision tables and trees. Because errors in the declaration of 
equivalence often affect the information network, the commentary 
on equivalence and precedence is best combined. The usefulness 
of the commentary depends upon its completeness and relevance. 
Even with experience in the technology, assurance of completeness 
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and relevance probably calls for some iterative tracing of the 
steps of commentary. 
7.1 COMMENTING ON EQUIVALENCE AND PRECEDENCE 
Prepare concise and relevant commentary on equivalence and 
precedence in the text. Comment first on all significant 
interpretations of equivalence and precedence made during both 
the identification of data and the preparation of the equivalency 
and data lists. Turn next to an examination of the total 
information network. 
The information network provides a concise and 
interconnected "map" of the precedence in the total text. Use 
the information network to scan the overall pattern of precedence 
translated from the verbal expression. Identify the various 
levels of ingredience and dependence in the network. Consider 
the interrelationships by level, paying special attention to the 
zero level. This scanning can reveal, by inspection, 
imprecisions in precedence that are concealed by their sequential 
statement verbally. Prepare complete commentary on any 
imprecision revealed. 
The network's revelations of imprecision take a number of 
forms. Among these are the misplaced subnetworks discussed 
earlier under bases for When a subnetwork seems 
misconnected, and employment of the strategies noted earlier 
doesn't establish better connection, misconnection may reveal 
imprecision in the verbal expression. It is difficult to give a 
brief example. This imprecision reveals itself by a lack of 
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correspondence between the misconnected subnetwork and the data 
in the network surrounding it. Once the information network 
reveals this lack of correspondence, however, you will have 
little difficulty in recognizing the misconnection. 
Further revelation of imprecision in expression--or of error 
in translation--comes at the zero level of the network. Many 
information networks com~ down to a single node--a root node--at 
the zero level. The datu~ in this single root node can become 
the principal, even the only resident of the zero level in the 
network. Any other data appearing at the zero level, therefore, 
hold significance. A different significance attaches to data the 
zero level during translation than attaches to these data after 
translation. 
During translation, the zero level serves as a catch-all for 
those data whose equivalence or precedence has not been properly 
defined in the translation. The data find their way into the 
zero level through error, either in early identification or in 
preparation of the equivalency and data lists. Search the verbal 
expression for any relationships that will allow the 
transposition of these extraneous data to their proper level in 
the network. The technology thus carries with it the means to 
eliminate initial errors in its own application. 
After translation, all data remaining at the zero level 
carry a different significance. These data tend to occupy the 
principal root node or multiple root nodes, extraneous input 
nodes, or extraneous output nodes. 
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7.1.1 Commenting on Principal Root Node and Multiple Root Nodes 
at the Zero Level 
A principal root node appears at the zero level as the 
residence of a text's output datum--the root for the greater part 
of the information network, possibly for all of it. Conversely, 
multiple root nodes appear at the zero level as the residence of 
a text's several output data--the roots of separate subnetworks, 
often rather large, disconnected from other subnetworks in the 
information network. In some texts, a principal root node may be 
established explicitly. In others, implicit derivation 
appropriately may establish a principal root node. In still 
others, derivation of a principal root node might prove 
inappropriate. In any case, the appropriate establishment of a 
principal root node would seem aided by a strategy of 
administration, introduced by Fenves, Rankin, and Tejuja (1976), 
and expanded by Harris (1977). This strategy suggests that a 
text requires three levels of administration. 
1. Formulation of requirement. 
2. Prescription of performance. 
3. Establishment of acceptability. 
When appropriate, establishment of a principal root node 
would demand that all requirements formulated and all performance 
prescribed meet a single criterion of acceptabiity. When a given 
text does not express this criterion explicitly, establishment 
through implicit assumption often aids the clarity of the 
technical expression. 
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For any text that does not explicitly establish a principal 
root node, consider the advisability of establishing one. 
7.1.2 Commenting on Extraneous Input Nodes at the Zero Level 
A datum in an input node at the zero level has no 
ingredients--bY definition--and no dependents--by its location at 
the zero level. It thus has no subnetwork of interconnection. 
After translation, an input node remaining at the zero level 
probably signals that its datum has been ~efined, but has not 
been referenced further in the verbal expression--mentioned, but 
not part of equivalence or precedence in the text. 
Consider the significance of any extraneous input nodes 
remaining at the zero level at the end of translation; they 
probably shouldn't be there. Conduct a search for equivalence or 
precedence in the verbal expression; failing that, suggest in 
the commentary that the proper handling of these input nodes may 
require editing of the verbal expression. 
7.1.3 Commenting on Extraneous Output Nodes at the Zero Level 
Nodes in this category resemble those of the multiple root 
nodes; their data have ingredients but no dependents--a 
subnetwork of ingredienceonly. However, while a multiple root 
node terminates a relatively large subnetwork, an extraneous 
output node terminates a small one. Both during and at the end 
of translation, extraneous output nodes at the zero level can 
signal error similar to that observed for extraneous input 
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nodes--and can receive similar remedy. Extraneous output nodes, 
however, also can signal legitimate interconnection in two 
special categories--warnings and commentaries. For example, a 
verbal expression might suggest that under certain circumstances, 
certain precautions are necessary. The expression, however, 
might not mandate a specific remedial action. This expression 
probably is a warning, to be heeded in a general way in the use 
of the document. In another example, a verbal expression might 
link several ingredients in a description of procedure, but might 
not become part of further precedence in the text. This 
expression probably is a commentary on the use of the text. In 
the early part of this procedure, translate all warnings and 
commentaries; there is no other way to establish their 
relationship to the rest of the text for consideration of later 
elimination. 
It is also possible, however, for a verbal expression to 
produce extraneous zero-level output nodes that are not warnings 
or commentaries. These may signal error in the verbal 
expression. For example, a text might require, under certain 
conditions, load tests of structural members, but might not 
specify further the use of these tests--the action to be taken as 
a result of them. This would produce a subnetwork with an 
extraneous output node at the zero level--in this case indicating 
a mandated action with no mandated effect. 
It is also possible for the verbal expression to create 
extraneous output nodes through ambiguity in its data. The 
example in Figure 25 illustrates the problem. Recall that the 
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data Ilst in Figure 31 has been drawn from this example, and that 
the information network in Figure 32 is its technical expression. 
In its extraneous output node--either .Live Lo~Q.§" (200) or liy~ 
load§.. (230) --the network signals an ambiguity. Here, the 
ambiguity apparently lies in the use of the same term with 
potentially different meanings in the body of the section and in 
the heading. If these terms were equivalent, the network of node 
230 would hook directly to node 200. If, on the other hand, the 
live lQ.ads (230) were the equivalent of JJ.niformly J2ist.r.!'Q.1!t.~Q. 
Load§.. (210), B~1!ireg ~iY~ Lo~Q.§" (220), or Loads NQt. ~Q~~!.f!.~Q. 
(280), the network of Node 230 would hook directly to one of 
these. The use of the datum is ambiguous enough to make the 
choice uncertain. Comment on such uncertainties--for further 
consideration. 
output nodes 
Consider 
remaining 
the 
at 
significance of 
the zero level 
any extraneous 
at the end of 
translation. If these nodes signal the presence of a warning or 
a commentary, consider whether their inclusion in the network is 
necessary. If, however, these nodes signal the presence of 
mandated action with no mandated effect, or of ambiguity, or of 
any other flaw, suggest editing of the verbal expression. An 
appropriate commentary on the subnetwork in Figure 32 would 
suggest such editing--to correct ambiguity. 
These abilities of the equivalency lists and information 
network assist in the preparation of commentary on equivalence 
and precedence in a text. In a similar way, certain abilities of 
decision tables and trees assist in the preparation of commentary 
on the logic of a text. 
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7.2 COMMENTING ON LOGIC 
Prepare concise and relevant commentary on the logic of the 
text. Because it has not been necessary--in most cases--to 
translate the verbal expression of logic in the equations, 
tables, and figures, comment on the logic of these expressions in 
their verbal form. Although the commentary is made on the verbal 
expression directly, in many cases it will resemble the 
commentary described below for the decision tables. Next, 
comment on all significant interpretations of logic made during 
the preparation of each decision table, then turn to a further 
examination of the decision tables and trees. 
In structured way to analyze the 
interconnected logic of the text, decision tables and trees 
provide two principal strategies--re-examination of explicit 
assumptions of logie, and consideration of else-rules. Use of 
these strategies plus a general scanning of the decision tables 
and trees can reveal imprecisions in logic that are concealed by 
their sequential verbal expression. Prepare commentary on any 
imprecision revealed. 
7.2.1 Commenting on Explicit Assumptions as to Overall Logic 
Translation of logic requires considerable interpretation. 
Much of the effectiveness of a decision table in detailed 
analysis lies in that interpretation's accuracy. The format of 
the decision table encourages accuracy, for it requires concise 
and explicit statement of each interpretation. Such statement 
occurs in the separate definition or each condition and action, 
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and in the establishment of their interconnection through 
explicit rules. All of this focuses attention during translation 
upon details of logic, and significantly, it also permits during 
commentary a clear analysis of the structured interconnection of 
these details. 
For example, the decision table in Figure 29 translates the 
logic of the verbal expression in Figure 25. The end product of 
both is liv~ load~. Commentary should note that as the end 
product of the decision table, the datum seems more inclusive 
than the logic expressed in the table would warrant. The phrase 
for QQ.QJJ.Q.~J1Q.i§.§. Q£. 1!~~~ not. l;l§.t.~Q. in 3.1.1 Qr. 3·2. translates in 
the decision table to Condition 2: occupanQ.Y llQt. l:l§.t.~Q. in. 
Table 1. While in context this translation seems correct, a 
commentary on the table properly would call attention to the 
assumption underlying this translation. 
Commentary then focuses the authors' attention on the logic 
expressed verbally, seeking more precise ways to express the 
logic intended. The technology demands that all be made clear 
and unequivocal, that all conditions, actlons, and 
interconnections be made plain. Use decision tables and trees as 
a basis for concise and relevant commentary. Suggest 
reconsideration of any logic that comes through in this technical 
expression as flawed. 
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7.2.2 Commenting on Else-Rules 
After the proper completion of a translation, an else-rule 
remaining in a decision tre~indicates that a piece of logic is 
absent from the expression. The else-rule relates the absent 
logic directly to a specific condition in the decision table: 
the term else appears in the tree in place of the rule that, if 
the logic were present, would govern the use of the condition. 
An else-rule in a decision tree results from logic absent from 
the decision table, and it signals logic implicitly assumed or 
logic inadvertently missing in the verbal expression. 
The else-rule in Figure 30 provides an example. Here the 
verbal expression applies to ~UY structure. Translation to a 
decision table, therefore, cannot include a situation where 
Condition 1 is not present--a rule, therefore, where Condition 1 
is false. The decision tree calls attention to the absent logic 
by printing an els~ at the end of the fal~~ branch for 
Condition 1. This portrayal shows that in this case, a piece of 
logic is assumed or miSSing in the verbal expression from which 
it is drawn. 
Compare each decision tree with corresponding verbal 
expression; set down in the commentary an interpretation of all 
else-rules. An else-rule identifies logic missing or assumed in 
the verbal expression; during editing, therefore, the situation 
must be dismissed as trivial, or resolved. To assist editing, 
when a situation seems either trivial or beyond serious question, 
it is useful to phrase the commentary as a statement--when 
neither trivial nor obvious, as a question. 
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Two particular forms of verbal expression that consistently 
produce else-rules merit additional discussion here: the use of 
and versus or, and the use of may. 
Use of and versus or. 
The use of £nd and or 
considering precedence based 
verbal expression of and and 
follows certain assumptions. 
has been discussed briefly in 
on implication. To translate a 
or, a decision table normally 
1. The use of the connector £nd between the conditions of 
a combined set indicates that for that set to be true, 
each of the stated . conditions must be true; 
conversely, if ~ny one of the conditions is false, the 
combined set is false. 
2. The use of the connector QL between the conditions of a 
combined set indicates that for that set to be true, 
only one of the stated conditions need be true; 
conversely, only if each of these conditions is false, 
is a combined set false. 
In most circumstances, then, when a set of subconditions is 
connected by ~nd or or, the decision table groups them in a 
combined set in a single condition, using the appropriate 
connector. A single boolean fact (true or false) in each rule 
then can represent the entire set. No else-rule appears. On the 
other hand, it is sometimes appropriate to list these 
subconditions in the table as separate, numbered conditions, with 
the booLean facts in the various rules portraying the logic of 
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their interconnection. Else-rules then call attention to any 
flaws in that logic. While this portrayal is sometimes useful in 
analysis, its detail can subtract from the legibility of the 
decision table. Reserve the detailed portrayal of and and or for 
circumstances when this is necessary to uncover significant 
imprecision; in most cases, the procedure suggested first will 
do. Make mention early in the commentary of the procedure to be 
used. For individual decision tables, comment only on the 
unusual portrayal. 
Use of may 
To translate a verbal expression of may, a decision table 
normally uses a direct and unembellished quotation of the term. 
This invariably produces an else-rule. Interpretation of this 
else-rule requires an understanding of the logic that the use of 
the term assumes. 
1. The actor (the performer of the action) wants to take 
the action. 
2. The actor will take the action if he can. 
3. Certain consequences will follow if the actor does not 
take the action. 
Only if the verbal expression were to address these 
conditions explicitly, would the decision tree translating that 
expression be free of else-rules. Because the conditions are 
understood, this seldom happens. More often, the verbal 
expression sets up a condition that the actor IDgy take an action, 
and offers nothing further. The logic noted is then absent, and 
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an else-rule appears. 
Because the situation to which this else-rule calls 
attention is understood, in the decision table, translate the 
verbal expression directly and allow the else-rule to appear in 
the tree. Early in the commentary, set down in appropriate 
detail the attitude to be developed toward this absent logic. 
Cover it only by reference in the individual commentaries on the 
decision tables and trees. 
7.3 TESTING FOR COMPLETENESS AND RELEVANCE OF COMMENTARY 
Preparation of a commentary usually requires several 
iterations through the steps of this process. After each 
iteration, test both parts'of the commentary for completeness and 
relevance. 
For the equivalency lists and information network, does the 
commentary make explicit and plain all of the interpretations of 
equivalence and precedence? Does it call attention to the 
significant interpretations, and de-emphasize the 
non-significant? Particularly, does the commentary on the lists 
and network call attention to all revealed imprecision in 
equivalence and precedence in verbal expression? 
For each decision table and tree, does the commentary make 
explicit and plain all interpretations of logic? Does it call 
attention to the significant, and de-emphasize the 
non-significant? Particularly, does the commentary on each 
decision table and tree call attention all 
imprecision in the logic of the verbal expression? 
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Perform the iterations of the process until a satisfactory 
commentary is available. While preparing the commentary--if such 
a move seems appropriate--ret~rn from time to time to Process 1 
for adjustment of the translation. Upon satisfactory completion 
of the commentary, move on to editing in Process 3. 
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CHAPTER 8 - PROCESS 3: EDITING 
Editing of the technical and the verbal expression is a task 
requiring the attention of both the authors and the analysts. 
Editing intends a thorough review by the authors, with your 
assistance, of all significant interconnection portrayed in the 
verbal expression and translated to the technical 
expression--whether of equivalence, of precedence or of logic. 
This manual has noted that the interconnected format of the 
technical expression 
the sequential format 
Within each of the 
strategies. 
can reveal errors of interconnection that 
of the verbal expression can conceal. 
steps of editing, employ the following 
A. He-examine the assumptions made in translating to the 
technical expression; edit the technical expression to 
match the meaning verbally expressed. 
B. Compare the meaning expressed with the meaning 
intended; edit the technical expression to match the 
meaning intended. 
C. Edit the verbal expression to match the technical 
expression. 
As with other procedures described here, these strategies 
assume iteration; indeed, in editing, these strategies tend to 
be employed simultaneously, without specific distinction between 
them. 
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Editing also asks simultaneous consideration of the 
equivalence, precedence and logic of the text, although 
equivalence, precedence and ~ogic are portrayed in three distinct 
forms of technical expression--the equivalency lists, the 
information network, and the decision tables and trees. You 
appropriately may take up the three steps of editing in any 
order, or simultaneously. These are the steps in their order of 
review: 
1 • Edit for equivalence and 
equivalency lists, the 
commentary on both. 
for precedence, using the 
information network, and the 
2. Edit for logic, using the decision tables and trees, 
and the commentary on both. 
3. Test the technical and verbal expression for intended 
meaning and precision. 
The principal purpose of editing is to reduce imprecision in 
the expressions of the text. To achieve this purpose, each 
editing step proceeds according to the strategies suggested 
earlier. 
8.1 EDITING FOR EQUIVALENCE AND PRECEDENCE 
In the technology, the equivalency lists, the information 
network, and the commentary on both are the principal resources 
in editing for equivalence and precedence. This manual has 
established the two bases for equivalence and the five bases for 
precedence. This section reviews editing for equivalence on both 
of its bases, and editing for precedence on the first three of 
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its bases: equivalence based on expression and on substitution; 
precedence based on description, on format, and on implication. 
The final two bases of precedence--equations, figures, and 
tables, and decision and action--derive from the logic of the 
text; the section following this one examines editing for these 
bases of precedence concurrent with editing for logic. 
8.1.1 Editing for Equivalence Based on Expression 
A list expressing equivalence based on expression resembles 
that in Figure 12. This list records that the particular 
occurrence in the verbal expression of the term building, 
structural system, construction, or struc~ural frame, is 
equivalent to the term strticture. 
In editing the equivalency list and the verbal expression, 
re-examine the assumptions made in translation. Be sure that the 
equivalency list matches the equivalence verbally expressed. 
Reread the appropriate sections in the verbal expression. Is the 
intent implicit that these data be used more-or-Iess 
interchangeably to label the same thing? Is this interpretation 
appropriate? Are there other data in the verbal expression that 
should be considered the equivalent of the reference datum? 
Unrecognized equivalences often show up in extraneous input or 
output nodes at the zero level of the information network. 
Recall that all extraneous nodes at the zero level must be 
explained in the commentary; lack of a reasonable explanation 
may point to an unrecognized equivalence. 
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Having established the accuracy of the translation, compare 
the equivalence expressed with the equivalence intended. Edit 
the equivalency list to matc~ the equivalence intended. Did the 
authors intend the equivalence expressed? There can be some 
difficulty here in distinguishing between error in verbal 
expression and error in translation from it. A strict 
differentiation is not absolutely necessary, however, as long as 
both expressions finally convey the precedence intended. Whether 
the flaw is in the verbal expression or in the equivalency list 
makes little difference; what is important is to make both 
expressions finally match the intended equivalence. 
Most equivalence of data in a verbal expression seems to 
spring from a desire for variety. This variety, however, 
invariably subtracts from precision of meaning. Stylistic 
variation, therefore, should be avoided, and equivalence, once 
detected, eliminated. From each equivalency list, select the 
most precise and unambiguous datum. In the edited verbal 
expression, use this datum in place of all data equivalent to it. 
In the example list, structure seems the likely candidate. 
801e2 Editing for Equivalence Based on Substitution and 
Precedence Based on Implication 
As noted earlier, translation of two elements require a 
unique step--the invention of data to supplement that in the 
verbal expression. These two elements are equivalence based on 
substitution, and precedence based on implication. Because each 
uniquely requires the invention of data, it is appropriate to 
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revlew here slmultaneously the editing procedures for both. An 
equj.valency Ilst expressjng equivalence based on sUbstj.tution 
resembles that in Figure 13. Information subnetworks expressing 
precedence based on j.mpljcatjon resembles those j.n Figure 8. The 
list substitutes the equjvalent of a questionable term in the 
verbal expression. The networks derive either the ingredients or 
the dependent of terms left j.ncomplete j.n the verbal expressj.on. 
Because they always require the invention of data, 
substituted 
particularly 
translation. 
equivalence and 
from re-examj.nation 
Is the equivalence 
i.mplied precedence proflt 
of lnterpretation made in 
properly substituted and the 
precedence properly implied? Do the list and the network portray 
these relatj.onships properly? Could other substitutions or 
impli.cations establi.sh the relat.ionship as well? 
Having established the accuracy or the translation, compare 
the equivalence 
Edit the list and 
and 
the 
precedence 
net.work to 
expressed with those intended. 
match the equj.valence and 
precedence intended. Are the equivalence and precedence now 
technically expressed those intended? Are the substitutions and 
implications inclusive enough--or do they go beyond the number 
intended? Though the substitution or implication be clear, is it 
that in tended? Is i.t possi ble that the verbally expressed term 
requires no substitution or implication, that it means just what 
i.t says, and that there is, rather, a flaw in the logic of the 
verbal expression? 
In 
however, 
equi.valence and 
relationships 
precedence drawn upon these 
are not always immediately clear. 
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bases, 
Very 
often, recognition of these relationships lags behind the rest of 
the translation, and takes place during commentary, during 
editing, or during recycling.: At this point, if the information 
network is otherwise well formed, it proves a real aid in the 
recognition of these types of equivalence and precedence. 
Examine the information network for data not yet properly 
implied. A truncated subnetwork, cutting loose certain 
ingredients from the dependent datum, can signal the need for an 
implication of precedence. Such an information network would 
show the incorrect placement in input nodes of certain data; the 
truncation of the subnetwork would become apparent. Further, the 
detached ingredients would tend to sho~ up in extraneous root 
nodes. 
Examine the information network for data not yet properly 
substituted. Confusion in the network can signal the presence of 
an equivalence not properly substituted. It is difficult to 
demonstrate this error in brief, for large areas of network 
usually are involved. An unresolved relationship of this type 
often shows up, however, as a misplaced subnetwork in the 
information network--a subnetwork out of context with surrounding 
interrelationships, joined to the network only through the node 
containing the badly defined datum. If, for example, in Figure 
13, the datum weight of partitions irr dead lQad (1) were not 
substituted, a sizable subnetwork of ingredience leading to 
provision for partitions (2) could appear as a separate 
subnetwork with provision for partitions as its root node. When 
this type of confusion becomes apparent in an information 
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network, it is reasonable to suspect the need for a substitute 
equivalence that would reorganize the confused portion of the 
network. 
With the lists and the network edited to match the 
equivalence and precedence intended, edit the verbal expression 
to match the network. In the example for precedence based on 
implication (Figure 8), when the verbal expression first speaks 
of great.er liy.~-lQf!g §.tr~§.§. (1), it can also, with relative ease, 
define explicitly the live-load stresses it is comparing. 
Consider a modj.fication of the verbal expression, with some 
resultant change in the network and decision tables to 
accommodate this explicit definition. 
In the example for eq~ivalence based on substitution (Figure 
13), it seems unreasonable that the meaning of the section 
heading ProvisiQ!1 for Par.t.i!").o!1§. must be clarified by a 
substitute term. The heading itself seems badly stated, and the 
section it heads badly labeled. Consider substituting an 
equivalent substitute term--Wei&ht. Q( farti.t.1Q!1§. in .I~~ad L.Q§:.Q. 
( 1) --for the heading--frovisions for. Partit.ior~H2. (2) . Make any 
necessary adjustments to the network and decision tables. 
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8.1.3 Editing for Precedence Based on Description 
A subnetwork expressing precedence based on description 
resembles that in Figure 5. ,This subnetwork assumes that, in the 
verbal expression, the data mountainous and hillY describe the 
datum exposure. The whole information network might show 
additional data as dependent upon exposure, and yet other data as 
ingredients to the ingredients noted. Each of the data would 
occur at a specified level in the network. 
In editing the network and the verbal expression, re-examine 
the assumptions made in translation. Edit the network to match 
the meaning verbally expressed. Reread the appropriate section 
in the verbal expression. Are the data interpreted properly? 
Does the network portray explicit relationships properly? If 
relationships are implicit, do the assumptions seem proper? 
Having established the accuracy of translation, compare the 
precedence expressed with the precedence intended. Edit the 
network to match the precedence intended. Precedence through 
description often incorporates the and/or relationship mentioned 
earlier. Is this relationship properly expressed? Does it convey 
the precedence intended? In a network, the qualifying data appear 
one level deeper than the identifying datum. Are there other 
ingredients at this level? Do the qualifying data comprise a 
complete set? Is this what the authors meant to convey? Does the 
relationship have the ingredience and dependence intended? If the 
dependent occupies a root node, is the expression a warning or 
commentary--or is it, possibly, misconnected? 
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With the network edited to matah the precedence intended, 
edit the verbal expression to match the network. 
8.1.4 Editing for Precedence Based on Format 
A subnetwork expressing precedence based on format resembles 
that in Figure 6. This subnetwork assumes that the total dead 
load (DLt) derives from the summation of a series of dead loads 
(DLmc through DLo). While the subnetwork's technical expression 
of precedence is very simple, the assumptions leading to it are 
more difficult. The illustrated precedence might derive from 
Dead Load as a section heading, with the ingredient dead loads as 
subsection headings. This would assume a parallel consideration 
of each ingredient in the derivation of total dead load. It 
would assume, further, that the ingredient dead loads are 
independent entities--separate from each other, not included one 
within the other. It would be difficult to make such an 
assumption from section headings alone: precedence here draws as 
well upon other parts of the verbal expression. 
In editing the network and the verbal expression, re-examine 
the assumptions made in translation. Experience has shown that 
in establishing precedence based on format, such assumptions are 
vulnerable because of their complexity. Simultaneously, 
therefore: re-examine the assumptions made in translation to the 
network, editing the network to match the precedence verbally 
expressed; compare the precedence expressed with the precedence 
intended, editing the network to match the precedence intended; 
compare the verbal expression with the edited network, editing 
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the verbal expression to match the network. 
The subsections illustrated in Figure 25 provide an example 
of this complexity. Recall that the data list in Figure 27 made 
an initial try at establishing the precedence intended. It set 
down the apparent precedence based only on the immediate format. 
Perhaps the greatest difficulty here surrounds the 
subhead--QnifoLmly Di~t~ibuted ~oad~ (210). Both an examination 
of the heading and a rereading of the section indicates that this 
heading actually refers to uniformly distributed live loads. Its 
location makes this assumption reasonably evident, and there 
would seem no inhibition to making it explicit. A further 
examination of the larger information network (not illustrated) 
would reveal a number of uniformly distributed live loads in 
addition to those appearing in this example under this heading. 
Another reading of the example section in this context, then, 
suggests that the subsections actually cover uniformly 
distributed live loads on floors. A further examination of the 
larger information network shows uniformly distribute[ live lQad~ 
on floors to be a subcategory of 1ive loads QQ floors, itself a 
subcategory of Live Loads. Hence, the precedence derived only 
from the format of these immediate headings is only an 
approximation, with precedence suggested in format elsewhere 
producing the correct interconnection. 
In many cases, as in the example, establishment of 
precedence based on only the immediate format of a section can be 
misleading. To establish this precedence appropriately, it is 
necessary to consider the total context of an expression, and to 
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incorporate the use of equivalence based on substitution and 
precedence based on implication. 
Recall that Figure 31 illustrates a data list that develops 
precedence on the basis of the considerations initially made in 
translation--including precedence based on the immediate format 
of the subsections in Figure 25 .. Figure 33 illustrates a data 
list that, following both the consideration of the format of the 
total verbal expression and the introduction of certain 
substitutions and implications, develops a more appropriate--but 
not yet completely appropriate--establishment of precedence. In 
this data list, an implication establishes live lQ~Q~ QQ floQ~~ 
(5200) as an ingredient of live loads (200), and sets up a 
necessary level in the connection between the terms in question. 
Figure 34 then establishes a substitute equivalent of the term 
Uniformly Qistributed Loads (210)--assumed to mean Qniformly 
Distributed Floors (5210). 
---_.-
Datum 5210 replaces 
Datum 210 in the data list, and assumes its ingredients. Figure 
33 illustrates all of the necessary entries in the data list. 
Figure 35 illustrates the networks drawn from the data list 
in Figure 33. In the first network, Live Lo~ds (200) appears at 
the zero level, Liv~ Lo~ds on FlQQL~ (5200) at the first level, 
Uniformly Distributed Live Loads on Floors (5210) at the second 
level, and its ingredients Required LivekoaQ~ (220) and Loads 
Hot ~~~cifi~g (280) at the third level--all apparently in a 
reasonable order of precedence. The second network remains 
inappropriately detached, its root node at the zero level. Its 
proper connection must await the editing of the decision table. 
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8.2 EDITING FOR LOGIC, AND FOR PRECEDENCE DRAWN FROM LOGIC 
In the technology, the equations, figures, and tables, the 
decision tables, their tr~es, and their commentary are the 
resources in editing for logic. Further, these expressions are a 
principal resource in editing for precedence. This section 
examines editing for both on these bases. You use decision 
tables and trees to edit the logic of decision and action. You 
edit the logic of equations, figures, and tables directly in the 
verbal expression. Editing here requires reference to both. 
80201 Editing for Logic and Precedence Based on Equations, 
Figures and Tables 
The logic of equations, of figures, and of tables is similar 
enough to allow simultaneous review. Preparation of a decision 
table to express this logic is usually not necessary. Decision 
tables are available to penetrate textual logic when it is 
interconnected or obscure; this logic, however, is almost always 
sequential and evident. 
Editing for logic, here, is aided by a re-examination of the 
precedence established. Precedence in equations, figures, and 
tables, deriving from sequential and direct statement, usually is 
uncomplicated. As noted, networks expressing this precedence 
resemble those in Figures 9, 10 and 11. Such technical 
expression of precedence, however, can suggest better verbal 
expression of logic. With the intended precedence expressed, 
edit the verbal expression for logic. 
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Is th~equation, figure or table accompanied by a clear 
definition of its terms? Is there consistent use throughout the 
verbal expression of the terms defined? If use of the terms is 
not consistent, should some terms be changed or should an 
equivalence be declared? An equation almost always expresses a 
relationship clearly. Is there a similar clarity in the figures 
and tables? 
8.2.2 Editing for Logic and Precedence Based on Decision and 
Action 
A technical expression of logic involving decision and 
action is illustrated by the decision table and decision tree in 
Figures 14 and 15. Complete decision tables can range in 
complexity from a single 'condition, two rules, and two actions, 
through multiple conditions related by many rules to a choice of 
a number of actions. Because the principal purpose is to discuss 
the use of the decision tables and trees in editing for logic, 
this section now turns to this matter, deferring until later its 
explanation of the use of decision tables in editing for 
precedence. 
In editing for logic, re-examine the assumptions made in 
formulating each decision table, and locate the source of the 
else-rules in each decision tree. Edit the technical expression 
to match the precedence and logic verbally expressed. Consider 
the accuracy of the decision table. Examine separately the 
conditions, rules, and actions expressed. Reread the verbal 
expression. Do the conditions expressed in the table match the 
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conditions set in the verbal expression? Does the table express 
all conditions that have not been made explicit? Apply these same 
questions to the rules and actions expressed. Do the rules 
adequately express all of the interconnection expressed 
verbally--between the conditions set and the actions mandated? In 
total, does the decision table translate accurately the logic of 
the verbal expression? Do the else-rules indicate logic omitted 
or logic assumed in the verbal expression? If it seems to 
indicate logic omitted, is the logic perhaps supplied implicitly? 
If the else-rule indicates assumed logic, does the table express 
the assumption properly? 
Having established 
located the reason for 
accuracy 
each 
expressed with the logic intended. 
match the logic intended. Did 
of translation 
else-rule, compare 
Edit the decision 
the 
and having 
the logic 
tables to 
expressed? There can be s~me difficulty 
writers intend the logic 
here in distinguishing 
between error in verbal expression and error in translation from 
it. A strict differentiation is not absolutely necessary, 
however, as long as both expressions finally convey the logic 
intended. 
For an example, the discussion now must return to the 
complexity of the section in Figure 25. The example decision 
table in Figure 29 translates the logic of the example section. 
The decision table indicates a choice of three, and only three, 
actions. Stating that these actions are appropriate only for any 
structure, it mandates one of the actions (Action 3) only if the 
type of occupancy is not listed in Table 1. The choice of the 
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other two actions depends upon whether the greatest loads 
produced are greater than, equal to, or less than the loads 
prescribed j.n Table 1 (Figure 24). Is this the logic intended? 
Are these the only choices offered? Do the rules comprise a 
complete set? In the example decision tree, the else-rule 
indicates that the expressed rules do not make a complete set: a 
rule for application to other than structures is not available. 
Did the authors mean this decision table only for structures, and 
if so, are other considerations relevant? On re-examination in 
this example, the authors seem to have intended to convey the 
logic expressed in this decision table and tree. The else-rule 
seems to indicate a piece of assumed logic. 
It seems evident, h~wever, expecially in light of the 
previous d1scusslon of the head1ngs and subheadings in this 
example, that the term 11v~ 10~Q.§. (230) taken 11terally probably 
conveys a meaning not intended. Further, it seems likely that 
this difficulty of interpretation may account for the extraneous 
output node and 1ts subnetwork in Figure 35. 
Moving from editing for logic to editing for precedence, 
consider the precedence expressed in the decislon tables. The 
extraneous output node in Figure 35 contains the datum liv~ .lQ..ads 
(230). Thls datum also appears as the output or dependent datum 
1n the decision table i.n Figure 29. This dlscussion has 
questioned the inclusive quality of this datum. Is the datum too 
inclusive for the decision table that has produced it? It would 
appear so. All of the ingredients in the decision table suggest 
that its act ions produce the more narrowly defi.ned uni form.1.Y 
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distributed live loads on floors (5210)--the substitute 
equivalent for uniformly distrib~t~q loads (210)--rather than the 
more inclusive Ii ve loads (23.0). 
There is an imprecise and cumbersome quality to the use of 
the term occupancies or uses not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.2 (290), 
when this really means occupancies or yses not listed ~rr l~ble 1. 
Neither the datum Required Live Loads (~20) nor the datum 
Loads Not Specified (280) appears in the decision table, nor are 
these necessary to the logic expressed. The use of these data in 
the verbal expression may be superfluous. 
Set up an equivalency list (Figure 34) to substitute 
occupancies or uses not listed in Table 1 (291) for occupancies 
or uses not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.Z (290). Edit the data list to 
leave Required Live Loads (220) and Loads Not Specified (280) 
unreferenced. Edit the equivalency list in Figure 26, making 
uniformly distributed live load on floors (5210) the equivalent 
and reference datum for items of data 230 and 300, as in Figure 
36. Make all of these changes in both the data list and the 
decision table, including a shift in the ingredients from datum 
230 to datum 5210. The edited data list appears in Figure 37. 
The edited decision table appears in Figure 38$ Figure 39 
lustrates the network produced from the edited data list. All 
subnetworks are now properly attached. Unreferenced nodes 220 
and 280 are at the zero level. Both the decision table and the 
network now seem to convey the meaning intended by the writers. 
Editing to match complex changes in precedence can have 
significant effect--some of these changes going to the heart of 
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the organization of the verbal expression. For example, the 
sub s tit uti n g 0 f the terms un if 0 r.m.ly rJ.1.§.t.r:jJ~.y. t e Q. li.Y~ lQf!Q. Q!1 
floor:~ (5210), and ~iv~ LO~Q~ on flQQrs (5200) is unacceptable as 
a flnal result. Further, reading from the new network, .Live 
koads Q!1 flQQr.§. should be a subcategory of Live Loads, but 
lnc 1 udi ng Jl.n i for.m.ly Qi.§.t.r.i.Q.y't.~Q. ki 'l.~ 1.Qj!q~ Q!l Floors. Making 
these adjustments requires considerable reorganization of the 
verbal expression. 
With the decision table, the information network, and the 
equivalency lists edited to match the logic,precedence and 
equivalence intended, edit the verbal expression to match these 
technical expressions. If the remaining else-rules point up 
logic inadvertently missin~ or incorrectly assumed, supply it in 
the verbal expression. If any derivations and substitutions 
would profit by explicit statement, supply that statement. Make 
any subsequent adjustments necessary in the network and decision 
tables. 
Editing to match complex changes in logic or precedence can 
have significant effect--some of these changes going to the heart 
of the organization of the verbal expression. Given the 
revelations of the decision table and tree, of the information 
network, and of the equivalency lists, consider a somewhat 
extensive reorganization and rewrite of the material illustrated 
in Figure 23. Figure 40, by way of example, provides such a 
reorganization and rewrite of this material. Note that the 
rewritten section is about the same length as the original 
section; greater precision is not always well served by greater 
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brevity. The format of the rewrite derives from the edited 
network, as do the changes in terms. The logic derives from the 
edited decision table. As did the original version, the rewrite 
assumes that the code will apply only to any structure, and that 
the occurrence of the else-rule in this instance is acceptable. 
As anticipated by the revised format, the verbal expression would 
continue with a section 3.1.2, specifying another type of live 
loads on floors. 
With the verbal expression edited to match the intended 
meaning, re-edit the technical expression to match the edited 
verbal expression. 
8.3 TESTING FOR INTENDED MEANING AND PRECISION IN THE TECHNICAL 
AND VERBAL EXPRESSIONS 
Editing usually requires several iterations through the 
steps of this cycle. After each iteration, test the technical 
and verbal expressions for correspondence with intended meaning. 
In editing for equivalence and precedence, do the information 
network and its commentary reveal any interconnections that are 
misplaced or unintended? Do the interpretations made by the 
analysts match the meaning intended? Are there any intended 
meanings not expressed or understressed? Can the structure of any 
interconnected precedence be improved by information-network 
analysis, and can this improved structure improve the precision 
of the verbal expression? 
In editing for logiC, do the decision tables and trees 
reveal any flawed logic--interconnections that are misplaced or 
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unintended? Do the interpretations made by the analysts match the 
logic intended? Are there 
expressed or understressed? 
any intended 
Can the 
pieces of logic not 
structure of any 
interconnected logic be improved by decision-table analysis, and 
can this improved structure improve the precision of the verbal 
expression? 
Perform the iterations of the cycle until satisfactory 
technical and verbal expressions are obtained. While editing--if 
such a move seems appropriate--return from time to time to 
Process 1 for adjustment of the translation, or to Process 2 for 
adjustment of the commentary. Upon satisfactory completion of 
editing, and of iterative adjustments to the translation and 
commentary, publication can proceed. 
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CHAPTER 9 - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Laws, regulations, codes, standards, and specifications 
control a considerable human enterprise and expenditure. They 
require a detailed and precise statement of particulars--detail 
and precision that includes clarity and exactness, completeness, 
correctness, and consistency. The provision of these qualities 
demands intense attention to detail in the editing of the verbal 
expression of the meaning intended. This attention typically 
comes from informed experts in the field, performing their task 
in successive iterations. This iterative process, however, 
carries with it an inherent risk of imprecision--imprecision that 
can cause substantial loss. The formulation of public 
documents--the 
policy, and 
laws, regulations, 
of the standards 
and codes that state public 
that serve as their 
prototypes--exacts a constant vigilance from the expert authors 
who write them. This manual makes available a technology to 
enable analysts to assist these authors in the maintenance of 
this vigilance, and in the containment of this risk. In doing 
so, it moves from a basic premise that much imprecision in a 
document occurs in the verbal expression of interconnection, and 
at levels of significant detail. 
Imprecision of expression in 
matter of growing public concern. 
public documents becomes a 
As seen by this analysis, much 
imprecision--perhaps most--derives from an inherent 
dichotomy--the sequential verbal expression of meaning that is 
interconnected. In the drafting of laws, regulations, codes, and 
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standards, it is very difficult to express sequentially in words 
a complex and highly interconnected set of concepts. The 
technology discussed here may help. It provides the capability 
to edit the verbal expression of a document, previously drafted 
or published, by comparing it with a literal translation, an 
interconnected technical expression of it. 
The technology brings to bear the ability of equivalency 
lists to express equivalence, of an information network to 
express interconnected precedence, and of decision tables and 
trees to express interconnected logic. As applied here, the 
technology operates in three iterative cycles: it translates the 
verbal expression of a text to a technical expression; it 
prepares analytic commenta~y on the technical expression; it 
edits the technical and the verbal expressions to reduce 
imprecision. The technology receives assistance from computer 
programs developed for this purpose. 
In editing, the application, at the requisite level of 
detail, of equivalency-list, information-network, and 
decision-table methodologies required the prior formulation of 
appropriate concepts, policies, and procedures. This formulation 
in turn, built upon earlier development and application of these 
methodologies, upon earlier application in concept analysis. In 
building upon previous work, this formulation developed the 
concept of expressed and substitute equivalence, and extended the 
bases of precedence to include description, format, and 
implication. Further, the concepts of iterative translation, 
commentary, and editing extended the application of the 
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technology. 
Just as the technology comprises iterative steps, then, so 
does the work of technology development. The present work 
developed from concepts established earlier. With its review in 
this manual, the technology now becomes available for consistent 
application in analysis. All of this also leads to three 
suggested areas of further investigation. 
10 With this discussion as a resource, clarity in public 
expression may be aided by the further development of 
expertise in the use of this technology. This 
possibility suggests the worth of seminars in the use 
of the technology, practice in its application, and 
preparation of more detailed instructional material to 
make this possible. 
2. The technology itself now will profit from further 
use--replication in a consistent fashion based upon the 
procedures developed here. This may allow a further 
maturing of the technology, and may permit a 
refinement, possibly an expansion, of the concepts 
involved. 
3. The application described here translates the verbal 
expression of a document into a technical expression. 
In addition to providing the basis for editing, 
technical expression becomes a machine-accessible 
version of the document, adaptable to man-machine 
interaction in its use. An extension.of the technology 
could enable continuing and dynamic access to public 
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documents so translated. Such an extension would not 
require the development of a massive technology, or of 
a data bank. Rather, it would require the development 
necessary to make the technical expression of a text 
available for further man-machine interaction. 
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TOTAL DEAD LOAD = DEAD LOAD ( WEIGHT OF MATERIAL ) 
+ DEAD LOAD ( WEIGHT OF FIXED SERVICE EQUIPMENT ) 
+ DEAD LOAD ( WEIGHT OF PARTITIONS ) 
+ OTHER DEAD LOAD 
1 "DEAD LOAD/TOTAL" 2 3 4 5 
2 "DEAD LOAD/WEIGHT OF MATERIAL" 
3 "DEAD LOAD/FIXED SERVICE EQUIPMENT" 
4 "DEAD LOAD/PARTITIONS" 
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PROCEDURE FOR DERIVING PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ON ROOF 
ROOF TYPE WIND PERPENDICULAR 
A r'c !"red Use Table 1 
WIND NOT PERPENDICULAR 
Use Table l/eos of 
angle of incidence 
GClbled or sloped 
L e ew a }" d s lop e PC :: -0.65 PC = -Os65/Cos as 
angle of incidence 
Wi ndwclI'd slope Use TCible 2 Use Table 2/C05 of 
angle of incidence 
Other- Use Table 3 Use Tdble 3/Cos of 
angle of incidence 
1 "PROCEDURE FOR ROOF PRESSURE COEF." 2 3 
2 II F<OOF TYPE 1/ 
3 "WIND INCIDENCE" 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTREME LEVEL FROM OUTPUT 
o :I. 
1 PROCEDURE FOR ROOF PRESSURE COEF. 
: •••• 2 ROOF TYPE 
: •••• 3 WIND INCIDENCE 
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:I. "GREATER LIVE~LOAD STRESS" 2 3 
2 II (1:1) ~:)TF~EBS FF~OM UN I FDI:~M I... I VE LDf~D /I 
3 II (D) ~:)lF~E~:)B FF~DM C()NCENTF;~ATED I... I VE LOAD II 
:I. () (D) II ANY ~:) T F~ U C T U F~ 1:::" 2 0 3 0 
20 "BU I 1...1:1 I N'(3~:) " 
30 "OTHER BTRUCTURES" 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTREME LEVEL FROM OUTPUT 
o :1. 
:I. GREATER LIVE-LOAD STRESS 
: ••• ~2 (D)STRESS FROM UNIFORM LIVE LOAD 
:t~ •• 3 (D)BTREBS FROM CONCENTRATED LIVE LOAD 
10 (D) ANY STRUCTURE 
:.0.20 BUILDINGS 
:~ •• 30 OTHER STRUCTURES 
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Figure 8 
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1 Y 2 3 
2 )( 
3 K 
O. 1 
i y 
1.,'02 X 
, Ite • $ 3 K 
9 
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD A58.1-1972 
Table 4 
Hawaii and Puerto Rico, Basic Wind Speeds 
in Miles per Hour, V30 
Mean Recurrence Interval (Years) 
Exposures 25 50 
Hawaii 
Westerly 60 65 
Easterly 70 80 
Puerto Rico 
All 80 95 
1 "BASIC WINDSPEED" 2 3 
2 "EXPOSURE" 
3 "MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL 
100 
75 
90 
110 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTREME LEVEL FROM OUTPUT 
o 1 
1 BASIC WIND SPEED 
: .... 2 EXPOSURE 
:···.3 MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL 
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Fig.l 
Basic Wind Speed in Miles per Hour 
Annual Extreme Fastest-Mile Speed 30 Feet Above Ground, SO-Year Mean Recurrence Interval 
I 
I 
-' 
1 "BASIC WINDSPEED" 2 3 
2 "EXPOSURE" 
3 "MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTREME LEVEL FROM OUTPUT 
o 1 
1 BASIC WINDSPEED 
: .... 2 EXPOSURE 
: .... 3 MEAN RECURRENCE INTERVAL 
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b 
:1. /I BTI:;:UCTUF~E" 
2 II nUll ... DING II 
3 IISTRUCTURAL SYSTEM II 
4 "CONSTRUCTION" 
~5 " STI;:UCTUF~AI... FF~AME II 
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:I. II (S) WE I GHT OF PAF~T I T I DN~:) I N !:lEt)!) I ... O('~D II 
2 II F' F~ D V J ~:) I (] N F 0 I:~ p A F~ TIT J (] N ~3 II 
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• c 
o 
-
'1:11" 
C 
o 
(.) 
~{ 
1. 
2. 
In 
1 @ 
2. 
Je 
Building or structure. 
Stresses produced by concentrated 
loads greater than stresses pro-
duced by uniformly distributed 
live loads. 
calculating stress on membersa 
Use concentrated loads. 
Use uniformly distributed 
live loads@ 
Code does not applYe 
126 
Rules 
F"----/'t.---, 
1. 2. J • 
T T F 
T F 0 
X 
X 
X 
True True 
False 
False 
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128 
C 
Stresses 
produced by 
concentrated 
loads 
D 
Stresses 
produced by 
ul!ifor~ly 
dl.stributed 
live loads 
/ 
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r t A' 
I 2 B: 
13 ell?' 18 
14 01'18 19 I 5 E 19 20 21 
1 6 F" I 7 G'-___________ , 
',a H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 
'9-1-11-f4-15-16---· ... 
to J 9 12 13 14 
11 K to 
12 l 
13 M 
14 N 
15 0 
16 P 
11 Q 
18 A 
19 S 
20 T 
21 U 
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1 BUILDING OR STRUCTURE * T T F 
2 STRESSES PRODUCED BY * T F 
CONCENTRATED LOADS > * 
STRESSES PRODUCED BY * 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED * 
LIVE LOADS * 
********************************************* 1 USE CONCENTRATED LOADS * * X 
2 USE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED * X 
LIVE LOADS * * 
3 CODE DOES NOT APPLY * * X 
* IN CALCULATING STRESS * 
ON MEMBERS * 
DECISION NETWORK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 
DERIVED DECISION NETWORK 
Cl t t t C2 t t + Rl 
- - - h'? 
- - - R3 
Figure 20 
132 
1 2 
1 BUILDING OR STRUCTURE * T T 
2 STRESSES PRODUCED BY * T F 
CONCENTRATED LOADS > * 
STRESSES PRODUCED BY * 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED * 
LIVE LOADS * 
****************************************** 1 USE CONCENTRATED LOADS * * X 
2 USE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED * X 
LIVE LOADS * * 
* * IN CALCULATING STRESS  
ON MEMBERS * 
DECISION NETWORK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 
DERIVED DECISION NETWORK 
Cl + + + C2 + + + Rl 
- - - R2 
- - ELSE 
Figure 21 
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Figure 
3. Live Loads 
3.1 UniforMly Distributed Loads 
3. L 1 Required Live Loads. The live loads to be 
assuMed in the design of buildings and other structures 
shall be the greatest loads that probably will be produced 
by the intended use or occupancy, but in no case less 
than the MiniMuM uniforMly distributed unit loads required 
in Table L 
301.2 Loads Not Specifieda For occupancies or uses 
not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.2, the live load shall be deterMined 
in a Manner satisfactory to the building official. 
135 
Table 1 
Minimum Unifonnly Distributed Live Loads 
Occupancy or Use 
Apartments (see Residential) 
Annories and drill rooms 
Assembly halls and other places of assembly: 
Fixed seats 
Movable seats 
Platfonns (assembly) 
Balcony (exterior) 
On one and two family residences only amd 
not exceeding 100 sq fa 
Bowling alleys, poolrooms, and similar 
recreational areas 
Corridors: 
First floor 
Other floors, same as occupamcy served 
except as indicated 
Dance halls and ballrooms 
Dining rooms and restauranu 
Dwellings (see Residential) 
Fire escapes 
On multi- or single-family residential 
buildings only 
Garages (passenger cars only) 
For trucks and buses use AASHO· lane 
loads (see Table 2 for concentrated 
load requirements) 
Grandstands (see Reviewing stands) 
Gymnasiums, main floors and balconies 
Hospitals: 
Operating rooms, laboratories 
Private rooms 
Wards 
Corridors, above fust floor 
Hotels (see Residential) 
Libraries: 
Reading rooms 
Stack rooms (books &. shelving at 6S pel) 
bu t not less than 
Corridors, above fust floor 
Manufacturing: 
Light . 
Heavy 
Marquees 
"'American Association of State Highway Officials. 
Live Loid 
(Pd) 
150 
60 
100 
100 
100 
60 
75 
100 
100 
100 
100 
40 
SO 
100 
60 
40 
40 
80 
60 
150 
80 
125 
250 
15 
Occupancy or Use 
Office buildin,s: 
Offices 
Lobbies 
Corridors, above fust floor 
-, 
File and computer rooms require heavier 
loads based upon anticipated occupancy 
Penal institutions: 
Cell blocks 
Corridon 
Residential: 
Multifamily houses: 
Private apartments 
Public rooms 
Corridors 
Dwellings: 
First floor 
Second floor and habitable attics 
Uninhabitable attics 
Hotels: 
Guest rooms 
Pu blic rooms 
Corridors serving public rooms 
Corridors 
Reviewing stands and bleacherst 
Schools: 
Classrooms 
Corridors 
Sidewalks, vehicular driveways, and yards, 
subject to trucking 
Skating rinks 
Stairs and exitways 
Storage warehouse: 
Light 
Heavy 
Stores: 
Retail: 
First floor, rooma 
Upper floon 
Wholesa!fl 
Theaters: 
Aisles, corridors, and lobbies 
Orchestra floors 
Balconies 
Stage floon 
Yards and terraces, pedestrians 
Live LOid 
(psO 
50 
100 
80 
40 
100 
40 
100 
80 
40 
30 
20 
40 
100 
100 
80 
100 
40 
80 
250 
100 
100 
125 
250 
100 
75 
125 
100 
60 
60 
150 
100 
tFor detailed recommendations, see American National Standard for Tents, Grandstands, and Air-Supported Structures Used for 
Places of Assembly, Z20.3-1967 (NFPA No. 102-1961). 
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200 
3. Live Loads 
210 
3.1 UniforMly Distributed Lo~ds 
220 230 
3.1. 'j Required Live Loads. The Ilve loads to be 
240 250 
assuMed in the design of buildings and other structures 
260 
sh~ll be the greatest loads that probably will be produced 
by the intended use or occupancy, but in no case less 
270 
than the MiniMuM uniforMly distributed unit loads reguired 
in TClble 1. 
210 
3. 1 .2 Loads Not Specified. 
290 
For occupancies or uses 
300 
not listed in 3.1.1 or 3.2, the live load shall be deterMined 
310 
in a Manner ~atisfactory to the building official. 
25 
J 37 
230 LIVE LOADS 
300 LIVE LOAD 
138 
200 LIVE LOADS" 210 
210 UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOADS" 220 280 
230 LIVE LOADS" 
240 BUILDINGS" 
250 OTHER STRUCTURES" 
260 GREATEST LOAD PRODUCED BY INT~NDED USE" 
270 MINIMUM UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED UNIT LOADS, TABLE 1" 
280 LOADS NOT SPECIFIED" 
290 USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2" 
310 MANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL" 
139 
· 200 "LIVE LOADS" ·210 
210 "UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOADS" 220 280 
230 uLIVE LOADS" 
240 II BUILDING~:)!I 
250 !lOTHER STRUCTURES" 
260 "GI:~EATEST LOAD PI:~ODUCED BY INTENDED USE II 
270 "MINIMUM UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED UNIT LOADS, TABLE 1" 
280 "LOADS NOT SPECIFI~D" 
290 "USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2" 
310 IIMANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL" 
1000 "(D) ANY STRUCTURE" 240 250 
Figure 
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1QOO 
, 
I 
I 290 
"" I :I. 2 :3 
:I. ,~~ N Y ~:> T F~ LJ C T U H E,J * T T T 
2 Dec UP A N C Y N D T I... I S TED IN T (., B I... [: 1 * F F' T 
3 pF~E(.YrE~:)T LOAD PF<ODUCED :) ......... 280 * T F 
MIN I M U N I", [) (.) D F F~ D t1 TAB I", E :1.+- .. 270 * 
********************************************* 
'\ t J (' I::' ('~ 1:"1::' (~ 'T'I::' ~:' "r'· I (') A, I' (;' 1::'1:" (') I'll J (" I::' I' dk210 * 'x' 
, , ,',) '.. ,J' .. , 1 .. , ,J '.. , .I ,.) \,. , .1 '" .1-'1' , , 
2 UBI::: MINIMUt'1 I...OAD FF~Oi"1 TABLE :1.* * 
:-3 DETEr~M I NE I N I~ MI~NNEF~ 270 * 
~:) fl TIS F ACT 0 r;: Y r [) B U I I... DIN G * 
.. ) 1::'1::"1' (" 'I' A, I * ,.... ~J~ t .. ,I.. '.. ....... 'l' 
..... 310 * 
*TD OBTA I N I, .. I VI::: LOAD 
~--""-230 
'4J 
* 
x 
x 
29 
DERIVED DECISION NETWORK 
Cl + + + C2 + + + R3 
- - - C3 + + + Rl 
- - - R2 
- - ELSE 
200 "LIVE LOADS" 210 
2:1. () II UN I FDF~MI... Y D I ~:)TF~ I BUTED LOPID~:; 11 2::.~O :·.::00 
230 "LIVE LOADS" 1000 290 260 270 310 
240 "HUII...DING~:) II 
2~:jO II OTHEH ~:)TI:~UCTUF~ES II 
:::.~60 II GHEATEST L.O(.)[I F'F~DnUCED BY INTENDED USE!! 
270 II MIN I t1 U ~1 UN I F 0 I:~ MI ... Y D I ~:) T I~ I BUT E II U /, .. J 1 T I... 0 (I II b ~I T (I B I... E :I. II 
280 IILOADS NOT SPECIFIED II 
290 II USES NOT LISTED IN 3.:L +:1. OF~ :3. ;.~~ II 
:.3 :1. 0 II MAN N E I;: BAT I SF i:') C T 0 I:~ Y TO B LJ I I... It I N G [I F F' I CIt! I... II 
1000 IICD) ANY STRUCTUREII 240 250 
143 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTREME LEVEL FROM OUTPUT 
o :I. ") .,; .. 
200 LIVE LOADB 
: •• 2:1. 0 UN I FC)i:~ML. Y II I STF< I BUTED L.DAn~) 
: •• 280 L.OADS NOT BPECIFIED 
2:'50 L. I VE I...OADB 
: • :1. 000 ( D) ANY ·STI:~UCTUF~E 
: •• 240 BUILDINGS 
: •• 250 OTHER STRUCTURES 
: •• 290 USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2 
: •• 260 GREATEBT LOAD PRODUCED BY INTENDED USE 
: •• 270 MINIMUM UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED UNIT LOADS, TABLE :I. 
: •• 310 MANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL 
Figure 32 
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200 LIVE LOADS" 5200 
220 HEGU I F~ED L I'vIE I ... OADH II 
230 LIVE LOADS" 1000 290 260 270 310 
240 BUII ... DINGS II 
250 OTHER STRUCTUREH" 
260 GREATEST LOAD PRODUCED BY INTENDED USE" 
270 MAXIMUM UNIFOF~MLY DIBTF~IBUTED UNIT I...D('\DS·~ TABLE :I. II 
280 LOADS NOT SPECIFIED" 
290 USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2" 
3:1.0 "MANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL" 
1000 "(D) ALI... STRUCTURES" 240 250 
5200 "(D) LIVE LOADS ON FLOORS" 5210 
5210 ReS) UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ON FLOORS" 220 280 
33 
145 
5210 "(S) UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ON FLOORS" 
210 "UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOADS" 
291 "(S) OCCUPANCIES OR USES NOT LISTED IN TABLE 1" 
290 "OCCUPANCIES OR USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2" 
GLOBAL INGREDIENCE OF COMPLETE NETWORK 
EXTI:~E.ME I ... EVEL FI~OM OUTPUT 
o :1. 2 3 
200 LIVE LOADS 
:.5200 (D) LIVE LOADS ON FLOORS 
:.5210 (S) UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ON FLOORS 
: •• 220 REQUIRED LIVE LOADS 
: •• 280 LOADS NOT SPECIFIED 
2~~O I ... I VE LOADS 
:.1000 (D) ALL STRUCTURES 
: •• 240 BUILDINGS 
:1.250 OTHER STRUCTURES 
: •• 290 USES NOT LISTED IN 3.1.1 OR 3.2 
: •• 260 GREATEST LOAD PRODUCED BY INTENDED USE 
: •• 270 MAXIMUM UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED UNIT LOADS¥ TABLE 1 
: •• 310 MANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL 
35 
147 
5210 "(8) UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ON FLOORS" 
230 "LIVE LOADS" 
300 "LIVE LOAD" 
148 
36 
200 "LIVE LOADS" 5200 
5200 "(D) LIVE LOADS ON FLOORS" 5210 
5210 "(S) UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LIVE LOAD ON FLOORS" 
5210 1000 290 260 270 310 
220 "REQUIRED LIVE LOADS n 
240 IIBUIl..DINGS" 
250 "OTHER STRUCTURES" .. 
260 "GREA TE3T LOAD PRODUCED 'BY INTENDED USE" 
270 II t1AX I MUM UN I FOF(t11 ... Y D I STF~ I BUTED Ut~ I T LD(.1DS!1 Ti~IBI ... E :1. II 
280 "LOADS NOT SPECIFIED II 
291 II(S)USES NOT LISTED IN 3tl~1 OR 3.2 11 
310 "MANNER SATISFACTORY TO BUILDING OFFICIAL" 
1000 "(D) ALI... STRUCTURES II 240 250 
149 
37 
1000 , 
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:3 C}F;:[(~"rE::S'r , .. D(1D F'F;~c)Dl.JCED > ...... 260 ::(< 4'," j;:' I 
MINIj··I;Ui'-·j L.UrID F;:;:Dti "j'(:'IB!...[ :1. .... -210 * 
****~**************************************** 
:l. U~:jE CF;~E(.I'rE~:)T L..U(~ID~:3 F·F~U:OUC::ED};(.21O:( X 
>< 
'J, 
,'f'" 
.... .... .... c:::::) -{-- -{-- "i' F<:i. 
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150 
UI, .. DB(.11... I NUr~[D I ENeE OF:' CDi'1F'L.ETE NETWOF~I": 
F)<Tr~[t'1[ 1... EVEI... Fr;;DM OUTPUT 
o :I. :,:.~ "l ,.) -4 
200 I... I I·')E I...()(:)D~:) 
~ v ~::j 2 0 () ( II) I... I V E I ... C) (~'I [I BON F I... 0 U i=~ B 
! ~ ~:.:j 2 :I. 0 ( ~:» UN I F (] F~ M I... Y D I ~:; T F~ I BUT E [I I... I 1,) E I... 0 (., II (] NFl ... D (] F~ ~:) 
: ~ :I. () () 0 ( D) A 1...1... S T F~ U C T U F~ E ~:) 
:t~240 BUILDINGS 
:00250 OTHER STRUCTURES 
: ~ 0290 
:' ... 260 CHEATE,JT LOAD fHODUG~D BY IN'llENDED UJE 
: t to 2'70 i"l('~X I MUi"1 UN I FOI:~MI... Y D I BTF~ I BUlEn UN J T l...Dt)I.l~:) l' "I' (,BL.E :I. 
: t ~ ~'3 :I. () f'l AN N [: I:~ ~:) A TIS F ACT C) F~ Y T OB U I I... I:t I N G Cl F FIe J t,1... 
220 REQUIRED LIVE LOADS 
280 LOADS NOT SPECIFIED 
291 (S)USES NOT LISTED IN 3.:1..1 OR 3.2 
151 
200 3. Live Loads 
201 
3.1 live Lo~ds on Floors 
211 
3.1.1 UniforMly Distributed Live loads on Floors. Uhen 
251 212 
designing any structure, deter~ine uniforMly distributed live 
loads on floors in one of the ways described below. 
292 
1. If the intended use of the structure is listed in 
Table 1, follow the procedure described below in 
213 
3mls1m2; if not, deter~ine these loads in ~ Hanner 
310 
satisfactory to the building official. 
293 
2. If the intended use of the structure is listed in 
214 
Table 1, deter~ine these lo~ds in the following way: 
a. esti~ate the greatest actual uniforHly 
distributed live load likely to be placed 
261 
on the floor of the structure by the 
intended use; 
263 
b. co~pare this estiMate with the load 
2n 
specified in Table 1 for the intended use; 
c. use the l~rger of the two as the uniforMly 
215 
distributed live load on floors. 
152 
